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SOME INTERESTING

COMPONENTS from the
NEW ILLUSTRATED

EDYST,N
CATA LOG U E

This is a selection only of the EDDYSTONE range
of specialised components. The EDDYSTONE
Catalogue includes full descriptions and electrical
details of slow motion dials, tuning condensers for
reception and transmission, metal cabinets, racks,
etc. Supplies of the Catalogue are not unlimited,
but early requests with 21d. stamp will receive
a copy.

I. Lead -through high voltage
insulator. Ceramic cones.
No. 1018. Price 2 6
2. Insulated valve top con-
nectors. The larger type
covers transmitting valves
such as 866. T 240, etc.
No. 562 (9 mm.) 13
No. 563 (A") 1'3

3. Low -loss Aerial Lead In.
Length of tube behind insu-
lator is 51". No. 946. 3 3
4. Neutralising Condenser.
Capacity 1.5-4 mmfd Flash
over 2,000 v.R.M.S. Size as
illustration. No. 481. 3 6

S. High Frequency Chokes.
Minimum self capacity, small
external fields. Both types
approximately 5 180 metres.
No. 1010 (50 m a) 2 6
No. 1022 (250 m a) 3,-

6. Screened I.F. Transformers
for 450 Kc s in sealed case.
No. 645. 17.6

7. Adjustable insulated
bracket. Universal applica-
tion for component mount-
ing. Height of mounting
centre adjustable from 24"
to 34". No. 1007. 2 6

A WORD OF WARNING. Most lines in the Eddystone
Catalogue, including those illustrated here, are in reasonable
continuity, but manufacturers have not yet reached the
happy state of guaranteeing availability. If you order through
WEBBS efficient Mail Order Service, please ENQUIRE FIRST
(without remittance) and save disappointments.

WE B B'S
4 SOHO ST. LONDON, WI

6.

Write, phone or call-
Our shop hours are 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m. to I p.m.)

2.
0

4.

5.

7.

Telephone: GERRARD 2089
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Write for pamphlet descriptive of the
AVO" Instruments illustrated above.

THE world-wide use of "AVO "

Electrical Testing Instruments is

striking testimony to their out-
standing versatility, precision and

reliability. In every sphere of
electrical test work, they are

maintaining the " AVO " reputa-

tion for dependable accuracy,

which is often used as a standard

by which other instruments are
judged.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD,
Wi EIDER HOUSE DOUGLAS STREET LONDON 5 vvI TILEPHONE V/CIORM 3404 8

A
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SERIES 10 0
MULTI - RANGE
TEST SET by

PULLIN
A Service Engineers' instrument, hav-
ing very low consumption, i.e., 100

Microamps full scale on all voltage
ranges A.C. and D.C. Sensitivity
10,000 Ohms per Volt.

The Instrument is housed in a strong
metal case with carrying handle and is
complete with test leads and prods.

Ranges :-
Milliamps, D.C. only 2.5, 10, 25, 100 and 500.
Volts D.C. and A.C. 10, 25,100, 250, 500 & 1000.
Resistance from 100 Ohms to I Megohm with
13,500 Ohms at mid scale. Price £8.0.0.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD '*es,

Address all correspondence to :
Dept. T, Phenix Works, Great West Road,113rentford, Middlesex. Telephone: Ealing 0011

ELECTRADIX OFFERS!
HEADPHONES. High resist-
ance double headphones, light-
weight, bakelite cap and case,
best British make ; double head-
band and long cord, 22/6.
Single L.R. headphones for
circuit testing and experimental
work, light -weight as above, with
double headband and cord, 8/6.

SWITCHES. Dewar panel
switches, 8 -pole C.O. flush
fitting, 5/-. Yaxley 3 -pole, 3 -way,
3/6. 8 -pole, I -way, 3/6. 8 -way

Lucas switch boxes, 3/6. 6 -way, 3/-. D.P. C.O.
Toggle switches, panel type, 4/3.

POLE STAY STRAINERS for
aerial masts, transmitting and tele-
vision, 1/6 each ; postage 6d. extra.
INSULATORS. Swan -neck insu-
lators for gutter fixing, 1/6 each.
CONDENSERS. 3 -gang, short
wave condensers, ball bearing, 12/6
each.

VIBRATORS. Mallory 12 volt
battery vibrators, new, type
629C. In metal can, 15/-.

FANS. D.C. 110 and 220 volt
table fans, in new condition, with 10-12
in. blade and guard by G.E.C., Verity
and other well-known makers, 35/-.

Oscillating type, 45/-. Fan motors only, heavy
bulkhead type, 110/220 volt D.C., 25/ -

TEST BUZZERS. Double con-
tact blades for distant signals or
converting to vibrators, 8/6 ea.
High note Townsend buzzers, the
smallest made, for wavemeter and
instrument testing, 10/- ea.
Morse Practice buzzers, tunable
note, in metal case, 7/6. Robust

buzzers in bakelite case, 3/6.
RELAYS. We have just taken delivery of a consign-
ment of new Siemens relays, 500-1,000 ohms, 2 makes,

I0,'- ; 2 makes, I S.P.C.O., 12/6 ; 3 makes, I break,
12/6 ; 500-500 ohms S.P.C.O., I0/- ; 200 ohms, I

break, I S.P.C.O. slugged, 12/6 ; 10,000 ohm, S.P.C.O.,
21/-. Send for special leaflet. Relay contact assembly,
thermal action, 12/6. Siemens' high-speed relays in
heavy brass case, E3 5s. Telephone type No. 6, 2 -coil
polarised, S.P.C.O., 6 volts, 25 m.a., 325 ohms, 8/6.
No. IA S.P. on -off, 2 volts, 40 m.a., 5/-. Relay move-
ments, 1,000 ohms, less blade and contact, 2;6.
Moving coil relays by Weston, Elliott and Sullivan.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS, 230/110 volts, 85 watts,
25/- ; 150 watts, 35/. ; 300 watts, 60/- ; 350 watts,
65/- : I kW, t7 10s. ; 3 kW, L9 10e., all for immediate
delivery.
TRANSFORMERS for small welding jobs or soil
heating, 250/300 watts, 230 volts, 50 cycles ; totally
enclosed in metal case, 75/- ; 12 volt 100 watt Trans-
formers, enclosed in metal case, 37/6.
TRANSFORMERS, double wound, for model work,
230 volt to 12 volt, 3 amps, 32/6 ; 20 volt 2 amps, 30/-.
DYNAMOS. 6-, 12-, 24- and 80 -volt machines.
Send for special leaflet " S.M."

When ordering, please mention the " S W M."

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 QUEENSTOWN RD., LONDON, S.W.I3

Telephone MACaulay 2159.
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E D)PY-TON
TYPE 504

The first post-war All British Com-
munications Receiver is here-an "Eddy-
stone"-with refinements that long
experience in short-wave manufacture and
close contact with war -time research has
produced. The 504 is a 9 -valve super-
heterodyne receiver with two R.F. stages,
F.C., two I.F. stages with crystal filter.
combined A.V.C. detector and first audio
amplifier, noise limiter, B.F.O. and output
valve plus the usual rectifier. All valves are
international octal based. Cortinuous
tuning from 30.000 Kcis to 600 Kc s in five
overlapping switched bands. Single tuning
control with vernier indicator. Tuning
mechanism is beautifully made, noiseless,
free from backlash, with gearing reduction of 140: I

and effective scale length of tuning dial of 36 inches
per band. I.F.450 Kc s B.F.O. permeability tuned and capacity controlled. Sensitivity better than 2 microvolts.
Selectivity 30 db. down at 5 Kc s off resonance. Very effective noise limiter. Output 3,000 milli -watts.
External speaker. Speaker and telephone jack plugs. "5" meter, illuminated dial. Finished battleship grey
with blue front panel and chromium fittings. Size 10 ins 101 ins. 9 ins. For 110 volts and 200 240 volts.
40-60 cycles A.C. Consumption 65 watts. PRICE : £48 I Os.

THE NEW
COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVER

(Purchase Tax EIO Bs. 7d.)

'''-'11-i-'\
DELIVERY POSITION iitosu

i, We regret that unless you have already ordered your " SO4 " i.'9-.-Ia,.'_
1,'EDDY5TONE through an " Eddystone " registered dealer it is doubtful w!iether EmspliE

you will obtain delivery before early 1947. Our entire home
allocation for 1946 has now been absorbed by orders already on hand -

k.... STRATTON & CO. LTD., EDDYSTONE WORKS, WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

for
SWITCHES

. the name is

4CAIN(
BRITISH N.S.F. CO. LTD.
KEIGHLEY YORKS Phone: Keighley 4221/4

Grams : Enesef, Keighley
London Office & Export Sales: 9 Stratford Place, London. W.I Tele: Mayfair 4234

SOLE LICENSEES OF THE OAK MANUFACTURING CO. LTD., CHICAGO
British N.S.F. Sub -Licensees : Plessy Co. Ltd., A.B. Metal Products Ltd.

Other British N.S.F. Products include PAPER CAPACITORS,
SILVERED MICA CAPACITORS, WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
AND VOLUME CONTROLS - Write for full details.
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MULTIMATCH
140DULAIION

IRIktiSfOR14ERS

oden enen7rrs

of Multimatchtraordsulattivloenn

d a sPedal g ails of whic

transformers
for f°Aormmateur

Transmitting
use, det

have cleveioPe

below.
The tra

filled steel
pots giving reliable

and silent
working.

Primary
impedances,

2,000118,000
ohms.

Secondary
impedances,

TYPE U.M.1.
Suitable for

30 watts Audio. Max..Sec.
current,

120 rills
25 2

TYPE U.M.2.
Suitable for

60 watts Audio. Mak.Sec.
current,200 in

la 46 9

TYPE U.M.3.
Suitable for

125 watts
Audio. Max.

current.
250 mla 67 1

Larger sizes
to order.

200110,000
ohms.

DE LUXE TYPE
TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES

This entirely new range of transformers and chokes housed in streamlined die-cast cases enable
equipment to be constructed setting a standard not hitherto attained. Full details are given in our
lists and a representative range is given below.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
D.T.M.11. 250-0-250 60 m/a 29/9 D.T.M.16. 650-0-650 200 m/a 62/2
D.T.M.12. 275-0-275 120 m/a 42/11

D.T.M.17. 750-0-750 250
'D.T.M.18. 1250-1000-0-1000-1a

90/3

D.T.M.13. 350-0-350 120 m/a 46/3
I.T.M. 19. I t0g 0-30-7 m/aD 5 500

137/6

D.T.M.14. 425-0-425 150 m/a 53/8 350 m/a 155/2

D.T.M.15. 500-0-500 150 m/a 53/8
D.T.M.20. 2000-0-2000

350 m/a 176/..

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
D.T.F.1 I. 2.5 v. 5 amp.

.

C T.
D.T.F.I 2. 2.5 v. 10 amp. C.T.
D.T.F.13. 4 v. 10 amp. CT
D.T.F.14. 5 v.
D.T.F.15. 6.3 v. 44 amp. C.T.T:
D.T.F.16. 4 v. amp.C.T.

24/9 D.T.F.17. 7.5 v. 5 amp. C.T. 28/2
31 /11 D.T.F.18. 5 v. 3 amp. C.T. 29/2
33/7 6.3 v. 4 amp. C.T. 29/2
24/9 D.T.F.19. 4 v.2.5 amp. C.T. 1

211/224/9 4 v. 6 amp. C.T.
24/9 D.T.F.20. 10 v. 10 amp. C.T. 47/4

SMOOTHING CHOKES
D.C.S. I I.
D.C.S. 12.
D.C.S. 13.
D.C.S. 14.
D.C.S. IS.
D.C.S. 16.

2 Hy 60 m/a. D.C. Resist. 550 ohms
2 Hy 150 m/a. D.C. Resist. 190 ohms
2 Hy 250 m/a. D.C. Resist. 180 ohms
2 Hy 350 m/a. D.C. Resist. 60 ohms
2 Hy 500 m/a. D.C. Resist. 80 ohms
2 or 60 Hy 100 or 50 m/a.

D.C. Resist. 250 ohms or 1,100 ohms

16/4
22/11
47/4

86/11
94/8

22 I

WODEN TRANSFORMER CO., LTD  BILSTON  STAFFS
Phone: Bilston 41959
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The Reason .44.

Details of all types of S. G. Brown
headphones ore given in Brochure
"S.W." Free on request.

ythe reception from
S. G. Brown, Type " A " (Adjustable Reed Move-
ment) headphones is so fine, is because a steel reed

is introduced, capable of the utmost sensitivity, in
place of the usual flat diaphragm which by its
nature is limited.
The reed is held in extremely sensitive suspension
by the pull of a powerful 35" Cobalt Steel magnet
in one direction, and its own elasticity in the other.
When in use, the reed, in response to the minu-
test impulses, activates the rigid cone disc which
merely sets the air in motion without calling into
play any vibrationary properties of its own.

YOUR LOCAL DEALER CAN SUPPLY

Type " A." Adjustable Reed Movement 57 6
Type " F." Featherweight, 23 -. Type "Di," 32;6

VICTORIA RD., NORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3 'Phone : ACOrn 5021

10
We are pleased to announce supplies of

LABGEAR
Components include the following :-
TRANSMITTING INDUCTANCES
Type A Type B Type C
28 mc s 14 mcfs 7 mc s

L-Link at C-Centre CL-Centre
end tap link and tap

A-5 - AL -8 - AC -7 - ACL-I0 -B-6 - BL -9 - BC -8 - BCL-I2 -C-7 - CL-I0- CC -9 -
Bases for above ABCL-4 - each

DSL7, 7 mc's with swinging coil centre link -30 -
Base for above DSLB-174

TR %NSMITTING CONDENSERS
A-100, 4000v. peak, 100 mmfd.-a 10s. Od.
C 50 50, 1500v. peak 50+50 mmfd.-E1 105.0d.

Please include adequate for postage.
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS

HRO Senior, complete with full set of 9 coils.
Suitable for rack mounting. With speaker in
matched metal cabinet. New condition-g95.
Marconi CR 100 Receiver, 11 valve, 10-3000

metres, crystal filter, variable selectivity. New
condition -160.

Our latest List " S.M." contains hundreds of
items of interest to the transmitting amateur
and short wave listener.

MAY WE MAIL YOU A COPY

44 WIDMORE R? BROMLEY, KENT
Phone PAYenshowne 0/56

CRYSTALS
FOR ALL PURPOSES
OSCILLATORS & RESONATORS

ALSO

ASSOCIATED ELECTRONIC
APPARATUS

AMATEUR RANGES-ALL FREQ. TO 7 mc.
ACCURACY WITHIN 0.01''
HARMONICS COVER ALL HIGHER BANDS
FROM STOCK - - El 12 6 and E2 0 0
SPEC. FREQ. - - El 17 6 and E2 7 6
100 Kcs. REFERENCE UNIT - E2 10 0
100/1000 Kc. DUAL E3 0 0
4 -WAY CRYSTAL SELECTOR - 13 6

PLUG IN FOUR XTLS. AND SELECT
YOUR FREQUENCY BY A SWITCH

BROOKES CRYSTALS LTD.
51-53 GREENWICH CHURCH STREET,

LONDON, S.E.I0
'Phone : GREENWICH 1828
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CE[ESTION
P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS

Chassis
Diameter MODEL

Speech Coil FluxPole TotalImpedance Diameter Density FluxOhms Gauss

Power
Handling
Capacity

2f" P2V 3.0 " 8,500 8,000 .25 W

4" P3C 3.0 1" 7,700 24,000 I W

5"
5"

P561
PST

3.0 ,1" 8,500 26,000
3.0 ,,3

.T 10,500 32,000
3 W
3 W

6+"
6"

P66i 3.0 "24 8,500 26,000
P6T 3.0 "24 10,500 32,000

4 W
4 W

8" P8D 2.3 I" 6,200 24,000
8" P8M 2.3 1" 8,000 31,000
8" P8G 2.3 I" 10,000 39,000

5 W
5 W
6 W

10" PIOM 2.3 I" 8,000 31,000
10" PIOG 2.3 I" 10,000 39,000

6 W
8 W

12" P64 12.0 Ir 12,500 140,000 15 W

18" P84 10.0 21" 13,500 350,000 40 W

Energised
supplies of
Output Transformers
wound to meet

KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES,

Speakers
wire

PLEASE

are

customers'

Telephone:

will
removed.

PURCHASE

be available

for Celestion
requirements.

THROUGH YOUR

KINgston

as soon

Loudspeakers

LOCAL

5656-7-8

as

DEALER.

LTD.,

restrictions

SURREY

on

can be
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LORA,. de Best
in Test E743.ment

ALL WAVE SIGNAL GENERATOR

Please write for
technical brochure.

1. Six wavebands cover
from 100 kc sto 46 me s.

2. Scale directly cali-
brated in frequency.

3. R.F. output controlled
by coarse and fine
attenuators.

4.400 c s internal oscilla-
tor provides 30 per cent
modulation if required.

S. Unmodulated or ex -

6. Up to I volt output of
400 c s available for
Audio tests.

7. Main filters are fitted
reducing direct radia-
tion to a minimum.

8. Operates from 110 or
200-250 volts A.C.
mains, 40-100 cycles.

9. Dimensions : 12i in. x
ternally modulated 81in. x 6in. deep.
R.F. output available. Weight about 101bs.

Taylor Model 65B is a reliable and accurate mains -
operated portable Signal Generator. It is designed
for all general Radio frequency and Audio frequency
tests on Radio receivers or amplifiers.

Price £15 . 10 . 0

Scod enquiries to your usual (actor or direct to

Taylor Electrical Instruments Ltd.
419.414 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Tel: Slough 11381 (4 lines) Gram, -Taylins" Stough

THE FINEST CORED SOLDER IN THE WORLD

ERSIN
MULTICORE

MultIcore Solder contains 3 cores of extra acuve non -corro-

sive Ersfn flux. No extra flux is required and joints can be

readily made on oxidised surfaces. The three cores of Ersin

Multicore ensure rapid melting and flux continuity, thus

speeding up soldering operations and eliminating waste.

NORM. 1-Ia. REELS MGR TIN CONTENT PRE -W. QUALITY.

ReZtorlo r.r..mai S.W.C.
Approx. Length 1 Poor r nominal

I . reelT"'"`" I.112. reel. OWN.)
IN.{ WO I. PI leer
10118 SO/ 40 Is ITS kW A e

I

J. -
THREE Pe CORE

SOLDER

Purest tin and lead are
'usedinMulticoreSolder

High precision standard of
soldered joints obtained.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. Multicore being made in
MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.I gauges between 10 & 22

Tel. REGent 1411 (P.B.X. 4 lines) S.WG
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QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

FOR YOUR TRANSMITTE4
TYPE 2 LOW TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT PLATES
3.50/3.75 Mc/s or 7.00/7.50 Mc/s for the

30 Mc/s band.
3'66/315 Mc/s or 7.32/7.50 Mc/s for the

60 Mc/s band.

PRICES ON APPLICATION

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

cs1R. FREQUENCY STANDARD
az4- TYPE JCF/200 LOW TEMPERATURE

COEFFICIENT BAR
Frequency ... 1001V/.
Accuracy ... ± .01%

Price on application

Vacuum mounted for optimum stability.
A high precision unit of extreme stability,
the crystal being nodally mounted on fine

wires soldered to the bar.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
PEEL WORKS, SALFORD 3

Telephones 13LAu . 6669 16 lines i. Telegrams and Cables " SPARKLESS, MANCHESTER

Proprietors: THE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. Ltd., of England
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I
30 COIL PACK

" Your
30 Coil Pack

is unbelievably good."

-H. G. R.

The above is part of an unsolicited testimonial for
this 30 Coil Pack which has been developed and
is manufactured solely by us. 3 wavebands -
16 to 47, 200 to 250 and 800 to 2,000 metres.
3 adjustable iron -cored aerial coils, 3 adjustable
iron -cored oscillator coils, wavechange switch,
trimmers and padders, all wired, aligned and
tested before despatch. Ready for one -hole
chassis fixing. For use with 465 kcs I.F.
Extremely high " Q " ensures sensitivity and
selectivity of high order. Excellent image rejec-
tion on S.W. Price 2 gns.
HIGH " Q" COILS, as used in 30 Coil Pack.
Precise adjustment of inductance ensures accu-
rate matching and tracking. For receivers with
outstanding performance these coils justify the
extra cost. Aerial, H.F. and Oscillator Coils
available for 16 to 47, 66 to 200, 200 to 550 and
800 to 2,000 metres. Price 4,'6 per coil.
AC/DC ALL -WAVE SUPERHET KIT.
Easy to make from blue prints supplied. Calibra-
tion, tracking, and I.F. alignment ensured by use
of 30 coil pack. Kits consists of 30 coil pack,
matched ganged condenser, dial, aligned iron -
core permeability tuned I.F. transformers, 5

valves, high-grade P.M. speaker. Performance
equal to factory built. Circuit separate, 2 6.

Complete kit, 10 gns.

ALL COMPONENTS NEW AND UNUSED.

Cash with order or
C.O.D. over t2.

A.I.S.

Send Id.
stamp for new

Price List.

ALIGNED INSTRUMENTS SERVICES
I COLWORTH ROAD, LEYTONSTONE, E. II.

MOUSE CODE Training
There are Candler Morse Code
Courses for

BEGINNERS AND
OPERATORS

Send for this Free
" BOOK OF FACTS "

It gives full details concerning
all Courses.

JUNIOR Scientific Code Course for beginners.
Teaches all the necessary code fundamentals scien-
tifically
ADVANCED High-speed Telegraphing for opera-
tors who want to increase their w.p.m. speed and
improve their technique.
TELEGRAPH Touch Typewriting for those who
wish to become expert in the use of the typewriter
for recording messages and for general commercial
uses.

Code Courses on Cash or Monthly Payment Terms.

IRREFUTABLE EVIDENCE
of the value of the Candler System of Morse Code
Training is given in the " Extracts from students'
letters," included with every " Book of Facts."
Send for a copy now.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO. (55S.W.)
121 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

Q.C.C.
TYPE P5

QUARTZ
CRYSTAL

UNIT
This unit uses the well-known Q.C.C. Power type
crystal, which is undoubtedly the most rugged and
active crystal cut available for amateur use. The crystal
is mounted in our type U dust proof holder, with
standard * in. pin spacing, as illustrated above.
The P5 unit has a temperature co -efficient of 20 cycles
per megacycle per degree Centigrade temperature
change. Used with a 6V6 or 6L6 type beam tetrode,
it will give up to S watts r.f. output on the fundamental
frequency, and approximately 3 watts on the second
harmonic in the Trim circuit.
Available in the 1.8 to 2.0 Mc. band for fundamental
use, and in the 3.5 Mc. band and 7 Mc. band for
frequency multiplying to the 28 and 58 Mc. bands.
An official certificate of calibration Is sent with each
P5 unit, giving the frequency under stated operating
conditions to an accuracy of 0.025%.

PRICES : Ground to your specified frequency
in the above bands ... 11.17.6

Or ground to a frequency not specified by you
but taken from our stock ... 1I.12.6

Please note that all the leading dealers In amateur
equipment now carry stocks of the P5 crystal unit.
THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO., LTD. (Directors:
E. A. Dedman, G2NH., N. H. R. Munday, G5MA., W. J.
Thompson, G2MR.), 63/71 Kingston Road, NEW
MALDEN, SURREY. Telephone MALden 0334
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Available Shortly-

THE FIRST OF THE

hallirrafiers
BRITISH MADE

TRANSMITTERS
The 1946 H.T.9.

Any three Amateur bands switched. No coil
changing. 100 watts C.W., 75 watts Phone.
Fully conforms to G.P.O. Amateur Licence
Regulations.
Deliveries of other British Made Hallicrafters Receivers
and Transmitters will not commence for some months

BUT THEY ARE UNDER WAY

MeEL1101:-ADAMS MFG. GROUP LTD.
(Sole U.K. Hallicrafters Concessionaires)

36 KINGSWAT. W.C.1, LONDON
Telephone : HOLborn 3908
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AND THE RADIO AMATEUR

Recognising the achievements of the radio

amateur in peace and war, it is the intention

of E.M.I. to make available from time to time

items of specialised equipment of particular

value to the radio amateur at home and over-

seas. Detailed information will appear in due

course in the Short Wave Magazine and other

amateur periodicals.

ELECTRIC & MUSICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.

----

HAYES, MIDDLESEX

-411.-
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Announcement
In the middle of October, we shall be publishing the
first issue of a new 32 -page radio amateur's monthly
-The Short Wave Listener-which will be comple-
mentary to this Magazine and an addition to it
and the other publications of The Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd.
This step is in pursuance of our general policy to
make available, as circumstances allow, the utmost
in the way of useful literature for all interested in
Amateur Radio. The immediate reason for it is that
we wish to be able to provide more space in the
Magazine itself for technical material and at the same
time fully to cover the needs and interests of the
SWL section of our readership-a section which
hitherto has not had the attention which its
importance merits.
But without enlarging it by at least half its present
size, or by cutting out many established features, it is
juste not possible to provide, within the Magazine
itself, the space required to run the additional
material. And this in spite of the fact that we already
average 46 pages of text each month, exclusive of
advertising.
Due to the subtleties and intricacies of the present
regulations defining the consumption of paper, we
are absolutely precluded from increasing either the
size of the Magazine or its circulation. But within
prescribed limitations, we are permitted to bring out
an additional and separate publication.
If there should be an increase in the paper quota,
readers will agree with us that the right course would
be to use it to widen Magazine circulation, at present
artificially restricted by paper shortage.
Naturally, we should much prefer, rather than by
venturing upon a new journal, to obtain the extra
space required by increasing the size of the Magazine.
Since, for the reasons explained, this is not possible,
and becalise the need to fill the gap still remains, it
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has been decided to launch The Short Wave Listener
as an additional undertaking.
The Short Wave Listener will be devoted entirely to
the SWL side of short wave radio, including all
aspects of BC and amateur band reception, receiver
construction, and the elements of Amateur Radio
working.
A secondary, but none the less important, result will
be that we shall be able to free a certain amount of
space in the Magazine itself for new material and
additional technical and constructional information
of a kind which will be of particular interest to the
more advanced amateur transmitter. Thus, our
service will be further improved in an essential respect.
The general character of the Magazine will, of
course, remain unchanged, but with the two publi-
cations considered together allowing us an average
each month of some 72 pages of text, exclusive of
covers and advertising, there will be space to cover
much of the ground that hitherto it has not been
possible to touch.
In its own sphere, The Short Wave Listener will
be essentially practical in character, and will come
from the same press as this Magazine. It will,
therefore, be a quality production, selling at Is. 3d.
(the lowest price economically justified on the
circulation obtainable with the quantity of paper
allowed) and SWLs may be assured that month by
month they will find in The Short Wave Listener all
they want to know about their hobby. The paper
will be conducted by the staff of The Short Wave
Magazine, aided by regular contributors with a vast
practical knowledge of their subjects.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found a statement of
policy and further details as to the scope and
character of The Short Wave Listener vis-a-vis The Short
Wave Magazine.
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Five Metres
New Inter -G Contacts-Some Foreign

Notes-Third Activity List

By A. J. DEVON

GENERALLY speaking, condi-
tions have been disappointing
during the last month so far as

European DX is concerned, with
sporadic -E openings fewer than had
been expected. When the band was
open-August 1, 1400-1900 ; August
6, 1830-1900, and August 17, 2030-
2100-there was very little activity to
take advantage of it.

Undoubtedly, the evening of July 23
last was one of the best inter -G DX
periods yet experienced, as many re-
ports testify. Numerous stations made
new contacts over 100 -mile plus dis-
tances, and so great was the activity
that some of the regular workers were
experiencing QRM conditions on 58
mc, for the first time in recorded
history! Be it said that a little more
QRM on five metres would be wel-
comed by most people, as what we still
want is regular operation by more
stations. There is plenty of room, and
the ideal would be something like 250
stations, scattered over the whole
country, and coming on every day.

Identification
On this point, many correspondents

mention the old trouble of weak and
unresolvable 'phone carriers. This is,
of course, particularly noticeable dur-
ing spells of good conditions, but, in
fact, it obtains whenever anything is to
be heard on the band. Sometimes,
however, a "weak and unresolvable
carrier" is the stray radiation off a
beam -aerial looking the other way, but
even this is no reason why a 'phone
QSO should not be broken by an
occasional identification on CW.

Another point-if you come on and
find the band apparently dead, do not
let it deter you from putting out a few
CQ calls on CW !

Inter -G Working
The G5BY/G8UZ combination,

holders of the present inter -G record at
256 miles, had a third contact on
August 4 at 2245, with RST-449 both
ways. During the month, G5BY has
also worked G2AK, G2ZV, G5DZ,
G6KB and G6SL for new DX QSO's,
and has had a further twenty contacts
with G6LK! Also worked again were
G2MR, G2MV, G2XC, G5MA,
G5MQ, G6CW and G8RS-some of
them several times.

All this is spread over the period
July 20 -August 17, and though it in-
cludes that particular evening of July
23, when conditions were so good (as
briefly reported in the "flash" here in
the last issue), it is noteworthy that
since July 23 G5BY has had 29 G
DX QSO's, showing that the band
has been reasonably consistent and
reliable for this kind of work during
the month.

G6SL (Birmingham) did well on
July 23, when 14 stations were heard
and seven worked, five of them over
100 miles. He also found the evening
of July 24 good, but peculiar, with
temperature inversion effects and
sporadic -E occurring simultaneously.
Two S/E French 'phones were heard at
2200, talking at such speed that identi-
fication was impossible, and I1DA
was also received, in QSO with G6VX
at 2220. Then at 2225 I1DX came up
calling CQ on 'phone, but by 2240
the band was dead.

G5BD and G5LL of Mablethorpe
have been on all the month, but have
found little DX to brighten it for
them. F3JB was heard on July 24, and
on August 3 at 1325, a harmonic of
HB9CD. On August 9, G5BD
achieved his best inter -G DX so far by
working G6YQ (136 miles); another
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contact G5BD/G6YQ followed on
August 13. G5BD and G8JV (Notting-
ham, 62 miles) are now on a regular
link, and G5LL has had reports from
HB9GU, HB9J and four Italians.

G8VN (Rugby) writes us for the
first time. He also was in on the DX
on July 23 and has been working
G6YU (Coventry, 12 miles) with less
than one watt input.

G2XC (Portsmouth) maintains a
100 per cent. schedule with G6KB
(Henley), and has been co-operating in
the G2MV/G6DH morning tests ; he is
receiving G6DH (116 miles) quite con-
sistently. Ducting at heights up to
3000ft., caused by temperature inver-
sion during the period August 3 to 5,
produced good QSO's with G2MV,

58 mc, and has also had new over -100 -
mile contacts with G3PD (Oldham),
G4OS (Chester), GSLJ (Sutton Cold -
field), G6SL (Birmingham) and G8UZ
(Sutton-in-Ashfield). G5MA's total of
different stations worked on five metres
is now 85.

European News
PAOAD mentions that there is a

good deal of 58 mc activity in the
neighbourhood of The Hague, and
that the PA's are on the watch for us.

In Czechoslovakia, OK1FF has
heard F3JB, and OK1AA has been re-
ceived over here, as reported last
month. The OK's active are IAA,
lAK, 1AW, 1JM, 1KA, 1LI, 1LX,
1MP, 1WY, 1ZV, 2MA, 2MV, and 20A.

OK1AWX, Mestec, in action with a portable receiver on five metres.

G2MR, G6DH and G6KB on the
morning of the 5th, and remarkably
strong signals from G300, G8SK and
G8KZ. G2XC worked 35 and heard
eight stations between July 22 and
August 19, most of them being DX G's.

On July 24, G5 MA (Ashtead) worked
IIDA for his first foreign QSO on

Best inter -OK DX is OK 1 AA/-
OK2MA over 195 miles, followed by
OK1AA/OK1AW over 175 miles.
Input is limited to 50 watts maximum
on the band, but in most cases is far
less than this. Incidentally, OK's
when working portable use the suffix
"X," as for example OK I AWX.
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In Switzerland, the HB VHF contest
on July 14 (mentioned here last month)
resulted in a win for HB I BJ with 300
points, followed by HBIJ with 270 ;
sixteen transmitting stations and six
listeners took part.

This is being written and will be at
press before August 25, so it may not
be possible to include more than a
brief "stop press" notice on the results
(if any) obtained during the Swiss
58 mc tests on that day.

American Note
The issue of QST for August carries

a panel announcement which suggests
that W6OJV may have heard G5BY
on July 1. This is not so, since
W6OJV's report does not check in any
way with G5BY's log ; the Americans
have been cabled to this effect.

BAND OPENS AUGUST 22
During that evening, G5BY worked

FSRSN, HB9BZ, HB9CE, H139J, I1FA,
I1IRA, I1KS, IIMH and I1TH. The
Swiss QS0's are the first G/HB contacts
on 58 mc. G2BMZ, G2MR, G2XC,
G5BD, G5MA, and G8JV also made
a number of similar contacts. G2MR
heard OK2MV.

Activity List
Herewith our Third 58 mc Activity

List ; it is probably not complete, as
new stations are coming on (if only
for brief periods to try out the band)
practically every week. But it does
include all those call signs and loca-
tions of which we have knowledge and
which did not appear in the Activity
Lists published here in our April and
May issues.

We shall be grateful if readers
would let us have reports not only
of their own activities, but also a note
of the call signs and locations of other
stations known to be on in the
neighbourhood.

Reports
Please write or wire A. J.  Devon,

c/o The Short Wave Magazine, 49
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
(ABBey 2384) not later than September
16 with material for the October issue.

THIRD 58 me ACTIVITY LIST
Call
G2AAN
G2BMZ
G2DN
G2DZT
GM2KP
G2LC
G2QY
G2VG
G2ZV
G3FD
G3IS
G3KP
G3LV
G300
G3PO
G3PW
G3SU
G3WS
G4AP
G4IG
G4NT
GSBD
G5CM
GSDZ
GWSFU
G5KJ
G5LI
G5LL
G500
GSTX
GSVB
G5WP
GWSYB
G6JI
G6KB
G6SL
GI6TK
G6TL
G6UH
G6YU
GSBD
G8CK
G8DT
GSGX

G8JB
G8JR
G8KZ
G8OS
G8QW/A
G8QY
G8RC
G8UB
G8UZ
GSVN
G8WC

Location
Newbury, Berks.
Torquay, S. Devon.
Coulsdon, Surrey.
Portsmouth, Hants.
Glasgow, Scotland.
Ruislip, Middlesex.
Pinner, Middlesex.
Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
Honiley, Warks.
Highgate, London.
Rugby, Warks.
Croxley Green, Herts.
Southsea, Hants.
Southgate, London.
King's Norton, Birmingham.
Maidenhead, Berks.
Petworth, Sussex.
Gidea Park, Essex.
Swindon, Wilts.
Beckenham, Kent.
High Wycombe, Bucks.
Mablethorpe, Lincs.
Bognor Regis, Sussex.
Salisbury, Wilts.
Rhyl, N. Wales.
St. John's Wood, London.
Highgate, London.
Mablethorpe, Lincs.
Harrow, Middlesex.
Newport, Isle of Wight.
Ewell, Surrey.
Woking, Surrey.
Bangor, N. Wales.
Walthamstow, London.
Henley-on-Thames, Oxon.
West Heath, Birmingham.
Belfast, Northern Ireland.
Manchester.
Hayes, Kent.
Coventry, Warks.
Portsmouth, Hants.
Watford, Herts.
Cheltenham, Glos.
Northwood, Middlesex.
Bromley, Kent.
Havant, Hants.
Theydon Bois, Essex.
Kensington, London.
Pulborough, Sussex.
Eastleigh, Hants.
Sheldon, Birmingham.
Brentwood, Essex.
Oswestry, Shropshire.
Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.
Rugby, Warks.
Portsmouth, Hants.

Total listings to date, 130 stations.
(The First and Second Lists appeared in our

April and May issues.)
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CW/'Phone Remote Control
Practical and Effective System

Devised by J. INGRAM MYERS, B.Sc. (G4HM)

BY the system suggested here it is
possible, by remote control, to
switch HT to all stages, key the

transmitter, change over from CW to
'phone, and modulate. The same
aerial is used for both transmitting
and receiving. Since many switching
circuits are required to control even
a modest transmitter, the use of relays
is a big advantage, even when the
transmitter is near the operating
position. High voltages are effectively
isolated from key and other controls
and the need for working a number of
switches in a correct sequence is
avoided.

This article is intended more to
stimulate thought along these lines
than to advance hard and fast ideas ;
no doubt many readers will have
notions of their own on the subject.
At G4HM the circuits to be described
are used in conjunction with the PA -
Modulator discussed in the July issue
of the Magazine, pp. 302-307. The
control unit and receiver are built into
the same case and are normally used
near the transmitter. On occasion,
however, the transmitter has been
controlled from distances up to 30
yards, without it being possible to
detect any difference in transmitter or
receiver performance.

Application
The system involves the use of two

main elements, the control unit and
the relay unit. The modulator valve
in the (PA -Modulator) transmitter
(see circuit, p. 304, July) is driven by
an L63 triode mounted in the control
unit at the receiving position.

The units (see Fig. 1) are connected
by two wires only ; 5 amp. twin
cored cab -tyre serves admirably. One
side of this control line is connected

to the common earth at the trans-
mitter end and to the HT negative
at the control' unit. The other side is
taken from the anode of the control
valve V to two relays A and B in the
relay unit. A and B have their windings
in series and are energised from some
suitable 350 volt HT supply (indepen-
dent of the control system) via the
control valve V. The heater current
of the latter may be supplied from the
receiver or from a 6 volt bell trans-
former. Relay A functions at a lower
current than relay B, and also controls
the delayed opening relay D, which
switches on the HT and isolates the
receiver from the aerial. Relay A is also
used for keying. When a higher current
is passed through A and B, both
relays close, and then the modulator
controlled by B comes into action.
The current through A and B is
governed by the value of the cathode
bias resistor for the control valve V.
This resistor is high for CW and low for
'phone. Keying is also carried out
in the cathode circuit of the control
valve ; on CW its grid is earthed, and
on 'phone a microphone circuit is
introduced.

Rx Change -over
With this type of remote control,

some means must be found whereby
the two control wires can carry the
input from the aerial to the receiver.
It is desirable that complicated and
expensive aerial change -over relays
should be avoided and other forms of
switching reduced to a minimum.
Since one side of the control line must
always be at a high DC potential in
relation to the other, the conventional
forms of matching cannot be used.
In the simplified diagram it will be
seen that two leads are taken from the
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CONTROL UNIT AT Rx END
r

1CW

GANGED -----

CONTROL LINES

(up to 30 yards in length)

LEADS TO Rx INPUT

CI

LI

RELAY UNIT AT Tx END

i

A B
2 3

L-)

D3

FiFiFilJ

MOD - HT +
350V

RELAY A -
KE Y

RELAY B -
MODULATE

RELAY D -
SWITCH Tx FIT

LEADS TO AERIAL TUNER

AERIAL TUNING

Fig. 1. The essentials of G4HM's system for CW/Thone remote control, using only a single -pair control line.
This line provides not only for remote actuation of the necessary relays, but also carries the audio input to the
modulator, the keying impulses and the Rx aerial lead, all controlled from the receiver end. Such an

arrangement allows complete freedom in the selection of an operating position.

control unit (Rx end) to a series -
tuned circuit which is coupled to the
input of the receiver. From the relay
unit (Tx side) two leads are also
taken to a similar series -tuned circuit
inductively coupled to the aerial
tuning coil. It is assumed that the
surge impedance of the control line
is approximately 72 ohms. Since we
may regard the line as being a resis-
tance of 72 ohms, we can consider the
circuit in terms of the equivalent
diagram (see Fig. 2), which is two
parallel tuned circuits having a common
resistive impedance R of 72 ohms.

For correct matching the series
impedance of each tuned circuit on
resonance should be 72 ohms. The
impedance .of a seriestuned circuit on
resonance is almost equal to the ohmic
resistance of the inductance, which
should be very small. Consequently,

for best matching the tuned circuits
terminating either end of the line are
adjusted to an optimum point off
resonance, where a happy compromise
between theory and practice will be
found. The two RF chokes provide a
straight and narrow path for the RF,
which follows the broad and easy
path of the series -tuned circuits.

Fig. 2. Equivalent diagram of the circuit CULL
C2/L2 in Fig. 1. Since the line coupling these circuits
is of the relatively low surge -impedance of 72 ohms,
and on the RF side coupling between aerial and
receiver only is called for, the line can be as much as
100 ft. long without introducing complications.
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The aerial tuning side C2/L2 is
permanently coupled to the tank
circuit of the PA. It has been found
that the PA absorbs very little power
from the aerial when the latter is
used for receiving, but HT must be
removed from the PA or the latter
will damp the aerial. When trans-
mitting, contact D3 is open and the
tuned circuit C2/L2 cannot resonate
and consequently does not absorb any
power from the aerial tuning circuit.

Circuit Details
The relay unit contains three GPO

relays, A, B and D ; use of letter C
for relays has been avoided to prevent
confusion with capacities. Exact
details of these will be found in the
table on page 412. When the trans-
mitter is to be switched on, the on -off
switch in the control unit causes a
current to be passed through the
windings of A and B. If the selector
switch in the control unit is in the CW

position, then only A will be energised.
If the selector switch in the control
unit is in the 'phone position, then
the current will be sufficient to operate
both A. and B. When A operates,
the HT relay D is closed, voltage is
applied to the RF stages of the trans-
mitter and the receiver is isolated
from the aerial. Relay A also keys
the CO, either in the cathode lead or
by over -biassing the CO control grid.
Thus, when A is energised, the trans-
mitter radiates a CW signal. When
the transmitter is being keyed, A will
follow. D, however, must remain
closed during the intervals of keying
and should not open until the key has
been up for 0.5 to 2 seconds. This
condition is obtained by D switching
a 50/AF 50 -volt working electrolytic
condenser C4 across its own windings
when it closes. This condenser is
charged to a voltage equal to that
across D (when the latter is energised)
by a potential divider R2,R3 during
the periods when D is open.

The relay unit (see Fig. 3) mounted
on G4HM's transmitter, described
on pp. 302-307, July.
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C3

RFC

A 2 0.3

F
KEYING
(CO Tx)

RI

AI /
DI

R2

3

D1

B2 83
4 4

C2 L2 8 9 I 1 3 4 5 6 7

Fig. 3. Detached circuit diagram of the relay unit at the transmitter end. Black arrowheads Al, B2, etc.,
indicate that contact is made at these points when the appropriate relay is energised. Similarly, white arrow-neads
at BI, DI and D3 show that contact is broken, or change -over action takes place, when relays B and D are
energised. Terminations 1-7 correspond to the circuit diagram on p. 304, July ; 8-9 are for connection of the

control -line pair ; C2 -L2 are connected as shown in Fig. I.

The values of R2 and R3 must be
chosen in such a way that R2 does not
pass sufficient current to work the
relay D. It is held closed via R1 by
current derived from the 350 volt
supply to the transmitter while the key
is closed and by the charge on C4
while the key is up. If C4 is not
charged by a potential divider but is
merely switched across the windings of
D, then the latter is liable to chatter
when closing. This method of ob-
taining delayed action has much to
commend it in that any time interval
may be set and can be varied within
limits by a resistance in series with C4.
The time interval is increased by in-
creasing the capacity of C4.

'Phone Working
When the switch in the control

unit is in the 'phone position and the
transmitter is switched on from the

control unit, both A and B are ener-
gised. The modulator control relay B
switches HT to the modulator valve,
reduces the voltage on the auxiliary
grid of the PA and connects the grid
circuit of the modulator to that end
of the A and B relay windings furthest
from the HT source ; the windings of
A and B then serve as the anode LF
load for V when the transmitter is
being modulated. If the audio coupling
condenser C3 (Fig. 3) is not switched
in this way, the keying relay does not
work clearly and is liable to chatter.

The wiring of the D contacts as
given here is intended to switch HT
to the CO and PA valves of the
original PA -Modulator unit. This
relay may, however, be used to control
any HT supply system, provided care
is taken to employ relays provided
with suitably heavy contacts. If it is
desired to control the HT of, say, a
150 -watt PA, then this must be done
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in the primary of the HT transformer
and a separate rectifier filament trans-
former used. Any attempt to switch
DC voltages over 350 or currents
higher than 100 mA will result in
severe arcing, sooting up of contacts
and general unreliability.

Control Unit
The control unit has three controls,

transmit/receive, 'phone/CW and LF
gain. Two sockets are provided for
the microphone and the key. The
combined modulator driver and control
valve used in the control unit is an
L63. The two alternative cathode
resistances R4 and R5 are selected by
one half of the 'phone/CW switch.
The higher resistance R5 is used on
CW, where a low current is required
to operate A only. Keying is carried
out by inserting the key in series
with R5. The other half of the same
switch changes the grid of V from the
relay current control R5 to the LF
gain control R6. One half of the
transmit/receive switch is used to in-
terrupt the receiver FIT. If a delayed
relay working on the same principle
as D, to govern the receiver HT, is
built into the control unit, then
"listening through" may be effected.
This offers a very interesting subject
for experiment. Under these conditions,
in listening through it would merely be
necessary to press the key to cut out
the receiver and start the transmitter ;
if the key were left up for a pre-
determined time, then HT would be
switched off the transmitter and the
receiver would come into operation.

Constructional Data
The chassis of the control unit

consists of a sheet of 20 -gauge tinned
steel 91 in. long and 51 in. wide.
This is bent to form two i in. flanges
on the longer sides. On this chassis,
two DPDT toggle switches, the LF
gain control potentiometer sockets
R6, and the microphone and key
sockets are mounted. The relay ad-
justing control R5 and the valve
holder are carried on a small sub -
chassis which is held at right angles

to the centre of the main chassis.
The sub -chassis is made from 20 -
gauge tinned steel 5+ in. by 4/ in.
bent so as to form in. flanges along
the twoshorter and one of the longer
sides.

It has been found very economical
to use standard 2 -amp two -pin plugs
and sockets for key and microphone
leads. A neat finish can be obtained
by mounting the sockets behind the
panel and drilling holes in the panel
to correspond with the sockets. The
metal contact sockets are reversed top
to bottom and the plug connecting
wires are taken through the holes in
the insulated cover intended for the
plug pins.

In the design as used at G4HM, the
relay unit is built up on the clear space
at the rear of the PA -Modulator. The
relays are mounted on a bracket
One way of making up the
control unit at the re-
ceiver end. 7 he circuit
arrangement is given in

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Wiring of the control unit (Rx end). Terminations 1-2 are heater for V, 3-4 control line, 5-6 Rx HT
SI is a double -pole double -throw switch, shown in the "'Phone " position ; S2, also DPDT, is at " transmit."

made from 14 -gauge steel. The
electrolytic condenser is carried on
the main chassis, while small com-
ponents are suspended in the wiring.
Two terminals are provided for con-
necting up the control lines, but con-
nection to the keying contacts is made
direct to the relay tags.

The tuned circuit C2/L2 is arranged
on the same former as the PA tank
coil, and at its earthy end C2 is a mica
dielectric preset mounted at the bottom
of the former and inside it. Good
results will be obtained if L2 is pile
wound. This arrangement facilitates
band changing. A home-made com-
munications receiver is used at G4HM
and CI /L1 is mounted in the main
tuning coil assembly. It covers (as
does C2/L2) the 10-, 20- and 40 -
metre bands. Low L/C ratios are most
suitable and the values are tabulated
herewith.

Building and Testing
It is strongly recommended that

stage -by -stage construction is adopted,
with appropriate tests at each stage.
The relays should be mounted in

position first and the windings of A
and B wired to the control line ter-
minals and HT positive. The main
components of the control unit should
also be mounted and all wired except
R4. Tests should then be made to
ensure that by adjusting R5 a position
is found where the keying relay A
opens and closes cleanly with B not
affected when the selector switch is in
the CW position. When the selector
switch is in the 'phone position, both
relays should close when the second
switch is in the "transmit" position.
R4 should be adjusted until B just
closes properly. Next, the values of
R I, R2 and R3 should be found by
trial and error until D functions
correctly. Lastly, the remaining relay
tags should be wired to the appropriate
terminals on the terminal strip 1-7 of
the PA -Modulator, the aerial tuner and
the CO. The entire circuit may now
be tested for modulation and keying.
Cl and C2 should be adjusted with
the Rx on, and a signal generator
connected to the aerial tuner. A
strong signal on the band required
will serve equally well. Resonance
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will be found to be fairly flat.
If this circuit is used in conjunction

with an auxiliary grid modulated
transmitter, it is very easy to produce
overmodulation. It is therefore de-

sirable that continuous visual moni-
toring be used when employing this
or any other form of modulation. A
simple CRO will give a very reliable
indication of 100 per cent. modulation.

RELAY DATA

Relay Resistance of Windings Working Current Number of Contacts

A 10,000 ohms. 3 mA 2
B 5,000 ohms. 8 mA 2
D 10,000 ohms. 5 mA 3

Table of Values

R1 80,000 ohms, 2 -watt.
R2 500,000 ohms, 2 -watt.
R3 57,000 ohms, 1 -watt.
R4 670 ohms, 1 -watt.
R5 50,000 ohms potentiometer.
R6 250,000 ohms potentiometer.

( 28 mc. 2T I4. in.
L1L2 14 mc. 5T 1 I in.

( 7 mc. 9T 11 in.

CI 175 µµF mica preset.
C2 175,uµF mica preset.
C3 1pE paper.
C4 50 µF electrolytic 50V.
C5 50 AF electrolytic 25V
RFC RF chokes, any good make.

dia. l 22 -gauge double
dia. silk covered,
dia. / =spaced.

SWISS FIELD DAY

During the 24 -hour period commencing
at 1800 GMT on September 7, the HB's
will be running a National Field Day,
covering operation on all bands. It will
be a contest, in that individual scores will
count towards the regional group totals
for "le prix challenge NFD."

Stations must be completely portable,
operated not less than 100 yards from the
nearest building, and mains charging is
prohibited. Stations are in three cate-
gories ; the first two are determined by
the weight of the equipment with batteries,
and in the third category are those port-
able stations which, while limited to a
maximum input of 50 watts, can be trans-
ported complete "avec une auto 4/5
places." Scoring ranges from one point
for a contact with a fixed HB station, to
10 points for a QSO with a portable out-

side Europe. All stations participating
will be using calls prefixed HB1.

AMERICAN 'PHONE AREAS
An important ruling has been obtained

in America respecting the use of 7 and
14 mc. Until the whole band has been
reopened, no 'phone may be used in the
7150-7300 kc range ; it is proposed that
when the band is again fully open, 'phone
should be restricted to 7200-7300 kc.

On 14 mc, 'phone is to be used only on
14200-14300 kc, extended later to 14400 kc
when the whole band is returned. CW
may be used without restriction through-
out the entire band, but in the nature of
things, CW stations will tend to avoid the
'phone areas.

On ten metres, the 'phone area is 28.5
to 29.7 mc, leaving 28.0-28.5 mc for CW
only.

If it is News it's in the Short Wave Magazine
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Meeting the QRM
Selective Aerials-Top Cut Telephony

-Single Side -Band Working

Discussion by 0. J. RUSSELL, B.Sc., A.Inst.P.

As is only too apparent from the
warnings and intimations pub-
lished in many articles in this

Magazine, the twin factors of a great
increase in the number of transmitting
amateurs, coupled with the excellent
DX conditions likely to prevail and
increase for the next three years, will
result in the greatest congestion that
the amateur bands have ever known.
Already upon occasions a foretaste of
things to come has been the congestion
upon 28 mc, when USA 'phones have
jammed the band to such an extent
that other stations were as difficult to
disentangle as DX on 7 mc in the
middle of a Sunday afternoon. It is
obvious that to minimise this inter-
ference the amateur must be prepared
to exploit every possible trick and
dodge that is technically feasible.
Indeed, it is possible that at the peak
of conditions the utmost technical and
operating efficiency will be necessary
for a bare minimum existence on the
air.

It is essential, then, that we utilise the
frequencies allotted in the most effi-
cient manner, so that no part of these
narrow bands is wasted. This means
in effect that each transmitter must
occupy only as much band -width as is
necessary for communication. Simi-
larly, the receiver must be capable of
accepting only the transmitted band-
width. These are, of course, ideal
aims, but ones which can be closely
approached in practice. There are also
a number of practical features con-
cerned with attaining this ideal that
must be examined carefully.

Selective Aerials
Before examining the technical

aspects of the transmitting and receiv-

ing equipment from the standpoint of
coping with band congestion, it is as
well to consider the aerial system. The
use of directional aerial systems offers
us some considerable hope. While we
cannot cut down the number of sta-
tions operating, a directional aerial
system for reception can assist us by
eliminating or diminishing signals
arriving from other directions. As our
American confreres, prolific both in
numbers and kilowatts, are going to
provide some good signals when con-
ditions are right, we shall need the aid
of directional aerials to disentangle
weaker and more elusive DX from
other localities.

A directional aerial system is thus
likely to prove an invaluable asset. In
view of the discrimination that a
directional system of the close -spaced
element type can afford against signals
arriving from off the line -of -shoot, it
is as well to emphasise this feature of a
directional array of the reflector -
director type, rather than to regard it
as a device for increasing signal
strengths in the forward direction.

While such arrays are certainly
effective as " signal squirters," it
should be remembered that while the
gain in the forward direction is not
greatly affected by element lengths or
spacing, the discrimination against
signals from the opposite direction is
very critically dependent upon these
dimensions. Adjustment with the aid
of some form of field -strength indica-
ting device is essential for correct
operation.

While the use of reflector -director
type assemblies is thus the ideal, the
erection of a half -wave rotary beam
for 14 mc is no easy matter for the
average amateur.
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Loaded Elements
There are a number of ways out,

however. First of all, the end portions
of the elements of an array can be bent
downwards, so that the system takes
up less horizontal room. Another
suggestion, that has been employed
very successfully, is to inductance -load
the centre of the elements of these
arrays, so that the mid -section is com-
prised of the loading coils, the radia-
ting portions being greatly shortened
extensions to the coils.

There is also the possibility of using
a loop aerial for reception ; or, again,
the Reinartz aerial, which was once
very popular for 58 mc operation,
could be used on the lower frequencies.

So much for a brief consideration of
the aerial systems that may afford us
some help in overcoming congestion.

Receiver Considerations
The receiver is perhaps the next

item. Here we are mainly concerned
with improving selectivity. The usual
type of crystal gate would appear to
offer just about the maximum limit of
selectivity possibly. This is not quite
true, however, as even with the normal
crystal gate in operation it is possible
to obtain quite reasonable reception of
telephony signals. Obviously, the
attenuation of signals outside the
hundred or so cycles band -width that
is adequate for CW reception could be
improved, as a selectivity of this order
would imply that 'phone signals would
be completely unintelligible.

The introduction of the modern
band-pass crystal filter, which employs
two crystals, represents a considerable
improvement upon the conventional
single crystal gate type.

First, the rejection outside the pass -
band (which is commonly about 150
cycles wide for CW reception) is
considerably greater than with the
single crystal gate. Secondly, the
modern pass -band crystal filter-a
British development-utilises vacuum
mounting of the crystals in its most
advanced form, and this vacuum
mounting results in greater efficiency
over the old crystal holders, as air
damping is removed, and the effective

" Q " of the crystals is considerably
increased. There is a further advan-
tage, in that over the band -width that
is passed, the gain is substantially
uniform. The old single crystal gate
has a response that is sharply peaked,
and in consequence the slightest shift
with a really efficient crystal gate
resulted in a drop in signal strength.
The modern band-pass type, on the
other hand, will hold a signal steady
despite the slight frequency shifts that
are in any case inevitable upon the high
frequencies. The fact that with some of
the old crystal gates this sharp peaking
effect is not very noticeable, is a further
indication that the maximum effect of
the crystal gate was not being obtained,
due to their inherent inefficiency.

'PHONEICW AREAS
Help rationalise the use of the 7 and

14 mc bands by keeping 'phone in the
7,200-7,300 kc and 14,200-14,300 kc
areas, New 3 -letter G's and CW
operators, please choose your crystals
to give working points in the 7,150-
7,200 kc and 14,100-14,200 kc areas,

'Phone Reception
For 'phone reception, we certainly

cannot tolerate the phenomenal selec-
tivity of a really effective CW filter.
Furthermore, the more selective we
make our receiver, the lower the fidelity
of the reproduced telephony, as the
higher modulation frequencies are
removed. However, as the higher
modulation frequencies in any case
represent an undue spread of the
'phone signal, it is obvious that we
must concentrate for amateur pur-
poses upon a 'phone signal that is
adequate for communication pur-
poses, rather than for high fidelity
speech. We must therefore transmit
only that range of frequencies neces-
sary for intelligible speech, attenuating
all higher frequencies as drastically as
possible, in order to reduce QRM. In
any case the receiver band -width under
congested conditions will probably be
so reduced that even if these frequen-
cies are radiated, they will not be
accepted by the receiver, and hence
serve no useful purpose.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of band-pass arrangement using
two crystals. This is a standard circuit

Top Cutting
Taking our cue from the commercial

communications systems, we certainly
need not transmit modulation fre-
quencies higher than 3,000 cycles for
fully intelligible, and reasonably realis-
tic and natural, speech. We may, in
fact, be forced at the receiving end to
employ only part of this range of
frequencies. However, if we take
3,000 cycles as about the upper limit
for our transmitter, we need only
accept this range of modulation fre-
quencies in our receiver.

It is as well to point out here that
restriction of the frequency range of
the modulating equipment helps greatly
in reducing the effects of harmonic
distortion, while allowing certain econ-
omies in components to be effected.
This is particularly valuable when
considering Class B modulator stages,
as restriction of the frequency range is
helpful in reducing the likelihood of
parasitic oscillations, to which these
stages are prone.

The minimum band -width of the
receiver will thus be determined solely
by the minimum band -width necessary
for speech, while for CW some form
of crystal gate is in any case almost
universal at the moment. The mini-
mum speech band -width can be as low
as 2,000 cycles in an extremity, imply-
ing a pass -band for both side -bands of
about 4,000 cycles. It is feasible to use
a wide -band band-pass crystal filter
for telephony purposes, with some im-

2

'A

FREQUENCY

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the response
curves of the conventional crystal filter (dotted line
A) compared with the modern band-pass crystal

filter (full curve B)

provement over normal IF characteris-
tics. An advanced solution of the
selectivity problem would thus be to
incorporate a filter employing say
three crystals, one pair providing the
narrow CW pass -band, while for
'phone reception one crystal could be
switched out and another one pro-
viding a band -width just adequate for
telephony could be switched in. For
conditions not requiring a bare mini-
mum band -width, the normal IF
selectivity could be employed without
any crystal filter in circuit.

This is no occasion to add more fuel
to the fire of the 'Phone v. CW con-
troversy, but it must be admitted that
the band requirements of a few hundred
cycles for CW contrast favourably
with the frequency requirements of
even a " communication " quality
telephony system. Already there is a
move to rationalise this situation by
restricting portions of the bands to
CW only, i state of affairs that has long
held in America, where band conges-
tion is greater than in this country due
to the greater powers permitted and
the greater number of amateurs opera-
ting. However, as we are considering
any possibility that will enable us to
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utilise our limited band -space more
fully, why not some form of single -side -
band operation for telephony ?

Single -side -band Working
It is admittedly a matter of some

complexity to arrange for single -side -
band transmission, and it is possible
that this system is hardly feasible for
the amateur. However, springing from
the congestion of the amateur bands
in America, comes a system which is
actually single -side -band reception.

The diagram (Fig. 3) gives a sche-
matic layout of the receiver system
employed to enable the carrier and
only one selected side -band to be
utilised, according to the degree of
interference in each. The front por-
tion of the receiver is the usual super-
heterodyne arrangement, and the IF
employed in the initial stages is, in the
system described, the normal one of
455 kc. The amplified IF output is
then fed to a second frequency -changer
stage, for conversion to an IF of only
50 kc. Adequate selectivity can be
obtained fairly readily at such a low
frequency, thus permitting passing
of the carrier and one side -band.

455 Kc I F

6SA7

505 Kc
CRYSTAL

OSCR

Then, by the selection of either of
two crystal controlled oscillators, one
operating on 505 kc and the other on
405 kc, one or other of the side -bands
together with the intermediate fre-
quency carrier can be selected. Obvi-
ously, such a system requires very
careful adjustment, both in initial
setting up, and in tuning. A highly
selective amplifier, having an attenu-
ation of 60 dB at 2 kc off resonance, is
used to operate a tuning meter. Con-
siderable accuracy in tuning is necessary
for the system, as otherwise part of the
unwanted side -bands would also pass
through into the IF amplifier.

This ambitious receiving system is
undoubtedly of interest, especially as it
represents the use of advanced tech-
nical design for the solution of what is
normally a purely amateur problem.
To realise the value of the system, it
should be noted that where interference
is from a single station, this can be
completely eliminated. When several
stations are interfering, very con-
siderable relief can be obtained. Thus,
when there are three stations inter-
fering with a wanted station, there are

405 Kc
CRYSTAL

OSCR

I F AMPLIFIER 50-54 Kc
PASSED ONLY

SELECTIVE TUNING
METER AMPLIFIER

60 dB DOWN AT 2 Kc
off RESONANCE

Fig. 3. Block layout of a single -side -band receiver. The highly selective tuning meter amplifier resonates at
50 kc and permits the selection of one side -band and carrier only. The 50 kc 2nd IF passes only the IF carrier
plus about 4 kc of one side -band. This is selected by using one or other of the two crystal oscillators on

505 or 405 kc to generate the 50 kc IF.
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in general no fewer than six beat notes
produced, owing to mutual interaction
of all four signals. Hence, inter-
ference increases very rapidly as more
interfering signals appear. In the case
of three interfering signals on a wanted
station, normally there will be six beat
notes. If we are fortunate, and all
signals are on one side of the carrier,
the single -side -band receiver will be
able to select the interference -free
side -band. In the worst case, with
three interfering stations, one side -

band will only have one station inter-
fering with it, and this can be selected
on the single -side -band equipment.

The foregoing deals only briefly with
the problem of meeting band con-
gestion. The details of the problem,
and the various alternative methods
that may be adopted to obtain indi-
vidual solutions, require a vast amount
of working out. It is hoped that these
matters will receive close attention in
the near future, in the interests of all
concerned.

TRF RECEIVER TIPS
by J. HUM (G5UM)

Users of straight receivers on 28 mc are
often heard to complain about the hum
which modulates practically every signal
they receive-particularly when their sets
are operating in an oscillatory condition.
They are puzzled by the fact that on lower
frequencies the effect is not experienced.

An investigation of several such com-
plaints revealed that the trouble arose only
where heaters were connected with one
side to chassis. In some cases examined
individual heaters were connected separ-
ately to the nearest point on the chassis.
In other instances, twisted leads were used
to wire one heater to the next with the end
of the chain connected down to chassis.
Great care had been taken to keep the
heater wiring away from RF leads, and
tucked well into the corners of the chassis,
but with no appreciable diminution of hum
on 10 metres.

Either way a state of unbalance existed
in the heater wiring and the obvious
remedy was to balance the heaters directly
to ground. This is simply done by con-
necting a 100 -ohm variable resistor across
them and taking its centre -tap to chassis.
The exact centre of the potentiometer track
is not necessarily the point for minimum
hum, and the tapping should be moved
about until the minimum position is found;
this will probably be quite sharp, and may
be easily passed over unless the potentio-
meter arm is rotated slowly.

As a refinement two .001 ILF fixed con-
densers can be connected across the
potentiometer, with their centres
commoned to ground. Preferably, how-
ever, such condensers should be connected
across heaters right at the valve socket,
particularly in the case of RF and detector
stages.

Broadcast Break -Through on 1.8 mc

In areas close to BBC stations the break-
through that frequently occurs on non -
superheterodyne receivers may easily spoil
reception on the 1.8 mc amateur band.
This is more evident to -day than it was
before the war, since most Regional stations
are using considerably more power now
than they were then. And the position is
aggravated by the fact that the long-wire
aerials that work so efficiently on 1.ti mc
are equally good at picking up plenty
of microvolts (almost millivolts) from
offending broadcast stations.

Those who have unsuccessfully tried
various remedies, such as inserting a small
series condenser in the aerial lead (thus
sacrificing most of their gain), may like to
know that the answer to their troubles is
nothing more nor less than a simple wave -
trap.

In Amateur Radio wavetraps are nor-
mally regarded as something to use in
your neighbour's aerial to prevent your
activities from interfering with his radio
entertainment. By the same token you
can, by inserting a wavetrap in the aerial
lead to your receiver, prevent his radio
entertainment from spoiling your activities!

The writer's station is 3 miles from
Brookman's Park. With the 130 ft. aerial
coupled direct to the aperiodic winding on
the receiver the BBC programmes break
through on 1.8 mc at "phones on table"
strength. The interference is completely
eliminated by inserting in the aerial lead a
coil of 100 turns on a 1} in. former, tuned
by a 50 pi& trimmer to the wavelength of
the offending station. No drop in gain on
1.8 mc occurs when this wavetrap is used.
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Voice -Controlled Carrier
An Automatic Speech -Control System

By H. L. OVERTON (G4CW)

The system described here is now in
use at G4CW with considerable success
and was devised with a view to the
elimination of QRM by using single -
channel operation, and the speeding up
of a QSO. Its advantages are numerous
and should help to clear our much -
occupied frequencies.

Action of the Circuit
Looking at the circuit diagram, the

method of operation is as follows :
The control valve VI and its associated
supply cause a standing current to
energise the relay RL. When this relay,
which is of the open -circuit or break type,
is energised the contacts are opened, thus
switching off the main relay which
actuates the transmitter and mutes the
receiver.

Audio voltage is taken from the plate
of the modulator valve via a condenser
Cl, through the transformer and con-
denser C2, to the grid of the control valve.
On speaking into the microphone a
blocking bias voltage is imposed on the
control valve grid, which immediately
drops the standing relay current to zero.
The armature then trips out and the

transmitter is switched on, the relay
current remaining approximately at zero
during speech.

Adjustment
The potentiometer RI with the reser-

voir condenser C3 give complete control
over the time lag required between the
end of speech and the switching off of the
transmitter.

Control of the standing current is by
adjustment of the variable cathode bias
resistance R2 ; this should be set so that
the standing current is greater than the
actuating current of the relay.

There are certain precautions to be
taken with the design and operation of
this system. A perfectly stable modulator
is essential or it will be found that the
relay will trigger when it reaches the
"cut-out" position. The choice of relay
is important and it should be so arranged
that the armature is pulled towards the
pole piece under slight spring tension,
so that the "switching on" action-that
is, when the armature leaves the pole
piece-is as snappy as possible, for on
this depends the amount of phrase loss
on the first word spoken.

MAIN Tx CONTROL RELAY

Circuit of G4CW's voice -operated carrier control system, on -position. The basis of this method is tha a standing
current in the control valve VI actuates a break- or open -circuit (close on de -energising) relay RL, which in turn
operates the main Tx control relay. Thus, in the no -speech condition, RL is open and the Tx off On speaking,
the relay closes and switches on the transmitter. The device is operated by taking audio voltage off the modulator

via CI, which should be mounted at the plate of the modulator valve.
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The relay used in this case is the
GPO knife edge multi -contact type of
2,000 ohms resistance. The centre
contacts are re -arranged to open when
energised and to obtain the required
tension on the armature, two of the spare
spring contact blades are fitted, one on
each side of the centre contacts, and bent
to rest on the armature, so that quick
action is obtained when it leaves the
pole piece.

The condensers used in the delay
network must have high insulation,
preferably infinity, to assure good opera-
tion ; electrolytics should not be used,
except where specified. Provision has
been made in the circuit to deal with
any stray RF by including the RFC and
grid by-pass condenser.

The inclusion of an 0-10 mA meter is
a refinement which gives visual indication
of the current movement in the relay
circuit and also gives warning when the
"cut-out" position is about to be reached.
Once the control unit has been adjusted,
however, it is not essential and can be
dispensed with, the meter terminals being
bridged.

Cl .0001 to .01 µF mica.
C2 0.1 µF 1000 V tubular.
C3 2µF 600 V, high insulation.
C4 .0003 µF mica.
C5, 6, 7, 8µF 500V electrolytic.
RI 2 megohm potentiometer.
R2 1000 ohm wire -wound variable

resistance.
T 3-1 Transformer.
VI MH4, or any medium impedance

triode.
V2 Rectifier.
RL GPO type knife edge relay.

Construction
Though many parts for this unit can

be found in the junk box, care should be
taken to have good smoothing in the
power supply and it is advisable to use
a ceramic or frequentite valve holder for
VI to eliminate any possibility of grid
leakage. Condenser Cl is placed directly
at the plate of the modulator valve so
that the feed line from modulator to
voice -control unit only carries audio
voltage.

Setting Up
Standing current is adjusted to approxi-

mately 8 mA and the relay is set to
operate at from 6 to 7 mA ; this gives a
good swing range from zero to actuating
current for any current fluctuations
encountered under speech conditions.

If it is intended to use a loud -speaker
for reception of the incoming signal it
will be necessary to place the speaker at
a distance from the microphone to avoid
the possibility of the incoming signal
operating the control unit and switching
on the transmitter.

When working voice control with
another station with similar equipment,
R2 should be adjusted to give a short
delay, so that when there is a slight
pause in speech the transmitter will go
off and the other station can break in
immediately, as in normal conversation.

It is possible with the aid of a VFO
unit for several stations to QSY to a
common frequency and a multiple QSO
can take place using only one channel.

* * *
TO INTENDING CONTRIBUTORS
We are always glad to see articles on

subjects of Amateur Radio interest. All
material accepted is paid for at good rates
and a note on how to submit articles
appears every month on the Contents
page.

Contributors can best help themselves,
and us, by preparing their material in the
form in which they would expect to see it
in print. This involves a close study of the
Magazine, and careful attention to such
points as permitted abbreviations, the
use of sub -headings, the setting out of
tables, and sequence in laying out an
article.

Particular care should be given to
drawings and diagrams, which must be
accurate in every detail and conform as
nearly as possible to Magazine conven-
tions ; they need not be copper -plate, as
all diagrams are re -drawn by our draughts-
man.

The Editor is always pleased to consider
ideas for articles, but as a general rule is
not prepared to suggest subjects to
aspiring contributors unless they have
already appeared in the Magazine or are
otherwise known as writers in the field of
Amateur Radio.

The Short Wave Magazine circulates in more than Twenty Countries
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The Eddystone 504
Magazine Test Report

Over a period of some weeks, we have
been able to run comprehensive tests on
the new 9 -valve Eddystone Type 504
Receiver. The notes which follow cover
our experiences and the results obtained.

Circuit
The circuit arrangement is two RF

stages followed by a triode-hexode fre-
quency changer preceding two IF stages
which feed the second detector -first audio-
AVC stage, into a pentode output
amplifier. A BFO and a noise -limiter
circuit using a separate valve function at
the LF end. A double -crystal switched
band-pass filter is provided in the first
IF stage, and an S -meter is incorporated
which is permanently in circuit.

Valves used include Mullard EF39 in
the RF and IF stages, ECH35 frequency
changer and a 6V6 in the output.

Wave Range and Tuning
The tuning range is 580 kc to 30.5 mc,

in five switched bands with a slight over-
lap from band to band. All five ranges are
calibrated on separate scales.

Using the watch -face analogy, the tun-
ing pointers are " hour hand " and

.14

" second hand." The hour hand has .
ratio of 140 : 1 to the "minute hand" (th
main control knob) and the second hand-
which is a fine tuning scale concentric with
the hour hand pointer-gives a further
ratio of 20 : 1 against the latter. It is
thus possible to regain a setting on any
band with a high degree of accuracy by
having noted the hour and second hand
readings. This is mechanical band -spread
at its best.
Construction

The photographs herewith give a good
idea of the general mechanical design.
The set is extremely well and very ruggedly
constructed. The tuning pack forms a
separate unit with respect to the rest of
the chassis ; the coil assembly is con-
tained in a heavy cast aluminium shell,
over which are mounted the four -gang
main tuning condenser and the valves on
the input side.

The panel layout is sensible and pleas-
ing, the finish overall being grey with black
knobs and chromed lifting grips.
Figures

The claimed performance is indicated
by the following figures : Selectivity,
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crystal out, 30 dB down at 5 kc off
resonance ; crystal in, 30 dB down at
500 cycles off tune and 50 dB down at
2 kc off.

The image ratio is given as 35 dB down
at 20 mc and 75 dB down at 2 mc.

Sensitivity is in the ratio of 2 micro-
volts input for 50 milliwatts output. The
obtainable audio frequency output is in
excess of 3,000 milliwatts.

Performance
So far as we were concerned, the re-

ceiver was tested mainly on the amateur
bands 1.8 to 28 mc.

On all bands, the tuning was found to
be smooth and accurate, and dial calibra-
tion good enough for a noted frequency
to be refound with certainty. The actual
calibration was good, though in the set we
had it was a little high on 28 mc, as
checked against a 100 kc multivibrator.

It is not possible to give any satisfactory
measure of the spread on the various
bands, since this depends entirely upon
practice in the reading of the two tuning
scales. Though rather sharp on 28 mc, the
tuning of the weakest audible signal with
the crystal in was quite easy.

The sensitivity and selectivity obtained
on test agreed very closely with the figures
iven above, and second -channel inter-
zrence was virtually negligible.

All controls were quiet and smooth and

the S -meter provided an accurate visual
tuning indication for telephony reception.
Operated in the usual manner for amateur
band reception-RF gain right up and
audio gain down-the receiver was
reasonably quiet having regard to its
sensitivity and the noise -limiter dealt
successfully with static peaks, car ignition
interference and the like.

Headphone reception was accompanied
by only the faintest background hum,
though most of our reception was done on
the neat external speaker provided, which
matches the receiver in appearance.

We used the set on several aerials, by
far the best results being obtained on
14 mc with a doublet cut for the band. But
like all modern high -gain superhets, the
504 also worked well with a few feet of
wire lying on the floor, with which many
14 mc DX 'phones could be brought up
to good speaker strength-though this is
not to say that the set need not be provided
with a good aerial if the best results are to
be obtained.

Reception of broadcast stations, which
we did not attempt to log or classify,
seemed uniformly good throughout the
'whole tuning range. The AVC action main-
tained level output over wide carrier
variations and it was possible to bring an
S1 broadcaster up to readable strength on
the speaker.

In the sub -space, showing the assembly of the tuning unit, which is built into a -cast aluminium chassis
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D COMMENTARY
ON CALLS HEARD, WORKED & QSL'd

As 14 mc is bearing the major load of
amateur signals at the present time, this
month's Commentary will deal largely
with operation on it. We do urge that
you spread yourselves over the band a
bit at week -ends and at least carry out
transmitter testing on 1.8, 7 and 28 mc.
The going must be very hard at times for
the 10-25 watt man with no beams !

We would like to emphasise most
strongly that no 'phone operation at all
should be attempted between 14,100-
14,150 kc. Apart from any other con-
sideration, you will only be greatly
troubled by masses of CW, and from the
key man's point of view you will be an
abomination. Therefore, we repeat last
month's advice. If you want to work
W/VE on 'phone, choose a frequency
between 14,150-14,200 ; otherwise, move
into the 14,200-14,300 kc area, but not
when the W's are coming through. There
are many evenings when only Central and
South Americans are heard. Experience
has shown that they will receive you well
if you work in the American 'phone
portion, as they also will probably not
be able to hear W's when the latter are
inaudible over here. Similarly, with
Asians and VK's. Experience will show
the best times to work between 14,200-
14,300 kc.

But please do not use 'phone in the
first 50 kc on the LF side of the band.
This is for CW only. When the band
expands, the W's propose to fill from
14,200 to 14,400 kc with their 'phones. We
suggest that G 'phones then operate in
14,100-14,200 kc, leaving a slice 100 kc

By H. A. M. WHYTE (G6WY)

wide (14,000-14,100) absolutely free for
CW operation. We are confident that if
this simple plan is followed it will be
possible for everyone to obtain the maxi-
mum use of the band.

Off Frequency Operation
Now a word about human weaknesses !

It was to be expected that the VFO boys
would fall into temptation and just slip
out of the band for " a short call " when
attractive DX was consistently outside our
limits. Not much notice would have been
taken if the straying had been confined
to a few kc, because most amateurs
cannot measure frequency to within
2 kc or so at 14 mc. But this off frequency
racket is not a 5 kc business, but a 50 kc
deliberate infringement. The number
and quantity of well-known and lesser-
known G's heard operating between
14,050-14,100 kc is alarming, to say the
least. The only way to stop it is to ask
the GPO to check a few off frequency
offenders and warn them that they will
be in trouble if the practice persists. It
is really a matter of fair play and support
for the authorities, as things are at the
moment.

DX Century
There is no doubt that it is very fas-

cinating to see how many countries one
can work or hear. The American Radio
Relay League instituted the " DX Cen-

(Readers will share our profound regret that this is G6 WY's last contribution to the
Magazine. Ham Whyte is shortly leaving the country to settle in Canada with his family ;
he hopes to be on the air from Toronto with a VE3 call, and will be looking for us on the
DX bands. We know that all readers of this column will join us in wishing him happiness
and good fortune in his new surroundings.

We are glad to be able to announce that L. H. Thomas, M.B.E. (G6QB) will take over
" DX Commentary," starting with our next issue. He has had many years' practical
experience of Amateur Radio in general and DX working in particular, so we are sure
that this feature will remain as interesting and stimulating as ever.

With the change of pilot, there is also a slight change of policy in regard to " DX Com-
mentary." This is explained in the panel appearing in the body of the article.-Ed.)
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tury Club " before the war, open to an
amateur who could furnish written con-
firmation of having held two-way com-
munication with 100 countries. This
proved very popular, but the ARRL pro-
duced a country counting list without
seeking advice from the rest of the world.
This was a pity, because there were a
number of anomalies, such as making
Baluchistan a separate country from
India, while Newfoundland and Labrador
counted as one instead of two. In all
reasonableness, if Australia and Tas-
mania count separately, then surely the
mainland part of Labrador should be
separate from the island of Newfound-
land, which has an independent political
constitution. At least, that is how we
view it !

The competition for the " 100 Worked "
is strong, and it appears that G6BW
(Churchill, Som.) must be leading with

Between 1030 and 1205 GMT he worked
VU2WP, VQ4MNS, VK5NR, W2KNQ,
PY2QK and G's. G500 (Kenton,
Mddx.) heard on the same day the
following 28 mc DX : YI2CA, ZS's,
VQ2PL, OQ5AE, 5BL, SU1RD, ZB2A,
PY2AJ, XZ2DN and many Europeans,
including OKIAW and SP1HY. LU and
VQ4 were heard the day before. By the
time this is in print we expect there will
be much greater activity on 28 mc. N.A.
Phelps (London, N.10) has started some-
thing, with his HAC in 3 minutes on
July 18 between 1942-1945. These were
the ones he heard-OQ5LL, VE1OK,
VK5WA, OA4U, UA3CA, VU2AA-all
on 14 mc. Do you remember that before
the war we used to see how many we
could hear in one day ?

L. N. Goldsbrough (Wirral) raises a
number of interesting points. He reports
hearing OX1A, EL4A, ZD8A, PZ1GB

ON THE AMATEUR BANDS
96 worked on 'phone by the end of July.
We know G2PL (Wallington) has a full
92, while your present contributor has
reached a humble 75 ; G6QB (Bexhill)
is around the 80 mark.

This is all very interesting, but will the
confirmations be forthcoming ? The
necessity for the DX to QSL in order to
prove the contacts has always been the
essential factor.

14 inc DX
G6BW has added ZP8AC, VS1BA,

VS9AP (Aden) and EPIC. He suggests,
very sensibly, that 'phone operators should
give their own calls frequently when
calling another station. This obviates
the difficulty so frequently experienced of
the call sign of the calling station being
lost if only signed right at the end. He
recommends further that we always
listen carefully around our own frequency
before calling CQ. G6BW uses 150 watts
and a 4 -element rotary beam.

G2VV (Hampton) is also busy on the
DX bands ; he had a real thrill when he
hooked OB4SV, Benham Guta, 5, Sara-
wak, on 14,300 kc, who is only on the air
till September 12. G2VV uses 60 watts
to a single 807 and an end -on 66 -ft.
aerial for 14 and 28 mc.

WAC and HAC
SU1KE surprised himself by making

WAC 'phone on 28 mc on July 31 !

PZ I A, CE1BM (Box 200, Iquique),
VS1BD (S/Ldr Dormer, Sigs. Branch,
HQ Air Command, Singapore), and
VU8GA (Technical High School, Cal-
cutta). He uses an R.1155 receiver,
which produces G's on 6.2 mc. We
hope they are images ! On one of his
other points, the answer is that the
ARRL Country List gives Leeward and
Windward Island groups as two separate
countries. The individual islands of
Antigua, St. Kitts and Monserrat form
part of the Island groups. We think
this is fair.

Overseas News
G. Denby, out in Palestine, reports the

following G's on 14 mc : G2BJW,
2FQH, 2HD, 2HFO, 2XN, 4HJ, 4IN,
401, 5BY, 5DV, 5FF, 5FK, 5HB, 5RV,
6BF, 6NB, 60S, 8DL, 8KP, 8VG, all
on CW, and G2PU on 'phone. He is
listening on 1.8 mc ; reports from Asia
on 1.8 would be most interesting.

BSWL-2649 (Tafo, Gold Coast) sends
in two very well compiled logs and has
also been listening on 7 mc, on which band
he has received VE3, WI, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9,
XE, as well as G3HK and G8PQ.

VU2AD in Mhow writes to say that
the following VUs are known to be
active : VU2LR (RAF Palam, near New
Delhi), VU2WP (New Delhi-QSL to
Kirkland Farm, Denny, Stirlingshire,
Scotland), VU2BC (Delhi), and VU2WM.
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General view of OZ7HL, Copenhagen

QSLs for VU2AD should go to 3 Betch-
worth Av., Erleigh, nr, Reading, and for
VU2AB to L/Sgt K. Mather, Signal
Training Centre (British), Mhow, India
Command. AC4YN is now active on
both 'phone and CW in Lhasa, Tibet.
BRS-10621, in camp in Kangra Valley,
Punjab, gives some Asian QRA's :
XZ2CN, Burma Ground Signals, Tx
Sect., Rangoon, SEAC. ; VS1BF, Major
Finlay, ALF Sigs., Singapore, SEAC ;
VS1BV, Singapore Air Traffic Centre
Signals, RAF, SEAC Air Forces ; G2AJ
and G5BJ were heard from England.

ZB2A belongs to S/Ldr Butterworth
(ex-G8BI), but there are five operators.
Some of these hope to receive their own
individual call signs to increase the
activity on the Rock. ZB2A expects to be
very active on 14 mc and asks for SWL
reports.

At Sea
Lt. D. Aldwell, on board HMS Colossus,

listens on an Admiralty B28 Rx. He was
on 1.8 mc through terrific QRN when at
Gibraltar on July 17, and heard G2SA,
G5MU, G6AG, G2BJY (or 2BPY) and

G2CVY (or 2CVX). Lt. Aldwell asks if
ZD8A is authentic. He was before the
war, and if it is the same operator, he is
quite genuine. PK6TC is in Dutch New
Guinea and his QRA was published last
month. We know nothing of VU9RM
heard on 7 mc but V U2AD tells us that
VU5AG sounds very 'phoney ! ZCIAR
is apparently with the British Army on
the Palestine-Transjordan frontier. He
has to make all his own QSL cards. No
wonder we have not yet obtained his full
QTH ! Lt. Aldwell also logged VS9AP
in Aden, and HZIAA on 14 mc CW
believed to be genuine in Hedjaz.

QRA or QTH ?
Last month it was mentioned that we

could not decide which was preferable-
QRA or QTH. We are reminded by
G4PR (Croydon Airport) that QRA
means "What is the name of your sta-
tion?" in the sense of callsign, whereas
QTH stands for "What is the position of
your station in longitude or latitude?"
in the sense of exact location. Though
among amateurs QRA has become
hallowed by usage for location and
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address, we agree that it appears far
more logical to use QTH. It was only
in 1938 that, in the field of Amateur
Radio, QTH began to be used for location.

More QTH's
Does anyone know if ZD7AD, giving

his QTH as Gildona, St. Helena, is
genuine? We heard VU2PR working
him, but could not get the ZD7. Details
of PK1RW and PK5LK will also be
welcomed. Here are some addresses :
ET3Y, Box 1191, Addis Ababa ; VU2AK,
Box 54, PCH GHQ, New Delhi ; VS1BZ,
TRE, No. 2 BS & RU, SEAC Air Forces,
Singapore ; W6VKV/16, US Army Sta-
tion, Asmara, Eritrea ; SV5EC (operated
by SV1EC on the Island of Rhodes for
two days, August 10-11), I I CA, Radio
Pola, Pola, Istria ; XAEF, RAF Augusta,
Sicily (QSL to APO S.497, CMF) ;
ZP8AC, W. H. Chippendale, Casilla de
Correo 404, Asuncion, Paraguay ; VS7ES,
5 Elibank Rd., Havelock Town, Colombo ;
VS7JX, c/o GPO, Colombo ; EL4A,
APO 605, c/o PM, Miami, Fla., or direct
to Robertsport, Liberia ; EQ4DC, QSL
via W9RRT, 3149, N. 26 St., Milwaukee,
Wis. ; ZC4NX, Cyprus, QSL to Box
360, Cairo ; YI2CA, RAF Habbaniya,
Iraq ; OQ 5BR, Counotte, Telecom.,
Leopoldville ; VO6G, c/o Postmaster,

Y' KIND ATTENTION, PLEASE
As noted at the head of this article,

G6QB becomes the new contributor
of "DX Commentary," starting with
the October number.

Elsewhere in this issue we announce
our new companion publication, "The
Short Wave Listener," which is to edge
into view on October 17. It is proposed
that SWL reports discussing DX on the
amateur bands be covered by the DX
Scribe (of pre-war Magazine fame) in
his " Have You Heard . . ?" in the
new paper. Ill those SWL readers who
have for so long supported "DX Com-
mentary" here are asked to address
their future correspondence and calls
heard lists to the DX Scribe, who will
be able to give them more space in the
"Short Wave Listener." Mail for his
first " Have You Heard . . .?" article
should reach him by September 30,
addressed The DX Scribe, c/o "The
Short Wave Listener," 49 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

to "DX Commentary" in the
Magazine, it is intended that it should
continue in its present form, but cover-
ing amateur band DX working from
the point of view only of the holder of a
full callsign. No SWL reports will in
future be included in "X Com-mentary.''`DX

Transmitting readers are asked to
send items for this column to L. B.
Thomas, G6QB c/o "The Short Ware
Magazine," 49 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1, to reach him as early as possible
in the month.

DX FORECAST FOR SEPTEMBER 1946 (All times GMT)

7 me 14 me 28 me

NORTH AMERICA :
Eastern and Central USA,
Canada Newfoundland, etc. .. 2100-0700 1800-0800 1300-2000
Western States, USA, Canada 0500-0700 1700-1900 1700-1900

CENTRAL & 0300-0800
SOUTH AMERICA .. .. 2200-0700 2000-0800 0900-2000

AFRICA :
North of Cancer .. .. 1400-0900 All day 0800-1800
South of Cancer .. . . 1900-0600 1700-2100 0700-1900

ASIA :
West of 75°E. .. .. .. 1800-0400 All day 0700-1800
East of 75°E. .. .. . . 1900-0600 1500-1900 0700-1500

OCEANIA :
VK, ZL .. .. .. . . 0500-0800 0600-0900 0800-1200

PK, KA, KG, VK6 and
1700-1900

Pacific Islands .. .. 2100-0800 1500-2000 0700-1300

NOTE.-The times given above are the mos likely periods during which signals may be expected from
the parts of the world indicated. Under unusual conditions, signals may be heard outside
these times.
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Goose Bay, Labrador ; VP9F, Richard
Fox, St. David's Island, Bermuda. In
reply to BRS-7594 (Yeovil), we await
details of QTH of OX1AA (known to be
on American Airlines Base) and OX2MJ.
C1PL and C1MP give P.O. Box 409,
Shanghai ; RN1SX is believed to operate
on board HMS Sussex, at least BSWL-
1915 (Huddersfield) thinks so ; G6CL
(London) had an interesting contact with
VE8MJ in Baffin Land. Only one mail
a year is received, so don't be in a hurry
for your QSL !

Set Listening Periods-September
September 14, 1700-2000 BST -14 mc.
September 15, 1400-1800 BST -28 mc.
Will readers please note that, in accor-

dance with the announcement on p. 425,
logs sent in for these SLP's will be
considered for publication in the first issue
of our new publication The Short Wave
Listener, due out on October 17. They
should therefore be addressed to the DX
Scribe, at our offices, 49 Victoria Street,

London, S.W.1, to reach him not later
than September 21.

The logs for the August SLP's are
being held over this month due to the
fact that the bulk of them were received
too late for a fair selection to be made.
This is partly because we had to clear
for press one day earlier for this month's
issue.

Acknowledgments to : BSWL-804
(Yeovil), BSWL-1662 (Rotherham), 0.
Mason (Southend-on-Sea), A. E. Hard-
man (Manchester), W. A. Sparks (Warring-
ton), BSWL-1206 (Leeds), G. H. Tagg
(Stoke-on-Trent) for their logs and letters.

Farewell Note
This is my last regular contribution

to the Magazine, as I hope shortly to be
on the air as VE3WY, for which call
application is being made. I shall look
forward to reading "DX Commentary"
every month, and will always be on the
look out for QSO's with G's. 73 es DX
G6WY SK GB.

WITHOUT COMMENT
We were a little surprised to have a

letter from Messrs. Heaviside, Layer
Radio and Motor Part Equipment Co.,
Ltd. ("Builders of anything from a Pro -
Cathedral to a Pre -Fab") offering spares
for G9BF's receiver, described in the last
issue. It seems that they can still do 001
I.LF variable condensers (with solid ebonite
end -plates) and slab -wound coils for the
Eiffel Tower concerts on 2,000 metres.

NEWS FROM HOLLAND
The PA's are recovering slowly from the

loss of their equipment under the German
occupation, and are active on all the
bands, except 1.8 mc, for which we are
licensed. Compensation is to be paid for
impounded apparatus, though this does
not of itself produce parts, which are still
almost unobtainable. As a result of the
recent examinations, a number of new
PA's have been licensed. According to
PAOAD, all Dutch amateurs receive "an
extra ration of electricity."

OBTAINING YOUR COPY
Due to current difficulties of supply and

distribution, which apply equally to all
publications while paper remains closely
controlled, our wholesalers cannot
guarantee even and regular supplies of the
Magazine throughout the country. We
only retain sufficient copies for posting to
the direct subscribers, with a very small
margin for counter -sales.

The point of all this is that our general
correspondence makes it abundantly
clear that many potential regular readers
are unable to get news-stand copies because
we cannot meet all trade orders in full.
Most have to be cut considerably.

As we are anxious that the Magazine
should reach everyone to whom it is of
value and interest, the solution is to place
a direct subscription order with us. This
costs you twenty shillings and will bring a
copy by post each month for twelve
months, starting with the October issue;
direct subscribers' copies are posted en
bloc on the day of publication. Write the
Circulation Manager, Short Wave Maga-
zine, 49 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Mention the Magazine when Writing to Advertisers-It Helps You, Helps
Them and Helps Us
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CALLS HEARD
Please arrange all logs strictly in the form given here, in
numerical and alphabetical order and on separate sheets under
appropriate band headings, with consign or SWL number and
address on each sheet.

OVERSEAS -GENERAL

14 mc 'Phone

Lieut. R. S. Craig, 10 Gurkha
Rifles, Alhilal Camp, Kangra
Valley, Punjab, India Com-
mand.

AC4YN, D2KN, 2KW, 2VB,
4ABJ, 4AKQ, 4ANR, 400U,
F8MX, 8ZN, G2IG, 2MI, 2PU,
2ZB, 3HJ, 3MK, 3Z1, 4KG,
5KF, 5NO, 5PW, 6XR, 8AX,
8LP, HB9ET, II EP, 1FR, 1LW,
1NQ, J9AAR, PAODR, OKB,
SM5ZK, VS1BD, 1BV, 1BZ,
2BA, 2BF, 4JH, 7PW, VU2AD,
2AJ, 2AW, WIILY/KA
W4HAN, W5BKA/KH6,
W6OCA/J3, W9GIG/J, W9VIP/
J2, W9WBM/J, XADC, ADP,
ADV, XU1YY, 1YO. All heard
1330-2200 GMT August 5.

14 mc CW and 'Phone

BSWL-2649, West African Cacao
Research Institute, P.O. Box 8
Tafo, Gold Coast Colony.

G2ADL (32), 2AK (54), 2AKY
(44), 2AMG (44), 2BC (44),
2BCX (55), 2BJY (44), 2BY (43),
2CLL (33), 2CXQ (43), 2DU (55),
2FXQ (43), 2IQ (55), 2MD (54),
20U (448), 2PT (347), 2Q0 (55),
2TA (33), TIT (44), 2VD (558),
2VV (43), 3BU (227, 338), 3D0
(33), 3MZ (44), 3SU (558 3VA
(43), 4AR (44), 4IN (42),), 5B3
(56), 5GX (55), 5HB (558), 5HG
(547), 5IK (56), 5IW (54), 5LI
(55), 5LP (558), 5ND (56), 50B
(54), 5PR (43), 5QA (43), 5RY
(43), 5UI (45), 5VH (45), 5VM
(44), 5YV (54), 6AG (45), 6BF
(327), 6BK (45), 6CJ (54), 6CL
(55), 6CW (447, 449), 6FG (45),
6GB (43), 6 GM (44), 6 HF (43),
6KS (564, 449), 6MC (568),
6NB (53), 60S (54), 6RC (43),
6RS (33), 6VX (44), 6WX (33),
6WY (55), 6XT (558), 6ZQ (44),
8AB/XACP (56), 8DD (44), 8DN
(448), 8FF (54), 8GG (43), 8G0

, 8LV
(44), 80N(54) (44),8KP

(448)
8PB (54), 8RL

(438), 8RN (35), 8TC (55), 8VB
(43), 8WL (45), GM5BA (34),
GW5VX (45).

[RS values in brackets; July 8 -
July 31.]

OKIAW, Alois Weirauch, Mes-
tec Kralove, 9, Czechoslo-
vakia.

July 7 to 30

14 mc CW
CE3AD, 3AJ, CN8MZ, EL4A,
FA8KW, HCIFG, HK4AF,
K4DUZ, KA1SS, KF6SJJ,
KP4KD, LUIEK, 8AK, OA4AO,
4AX, OQ4AW, OZ3J, PY1ABS,
IAJ, IBW, IGJ, 2KT, 20E,
6AG, SV1EC, UAIAA, 3AW,
VEIPQ, VK2VN, 3KX, 4ACX,
V010, VS4JH, 7EA, WIAQT,
1FH, IKSC, 1LAX, 2CYN,
2DNW, 2EL, 3AOJ, 4HBT,
5DQD, 6GRL, 6KWT, 8ADG,
9PK, ONVG/KG6, XUILP,
ZC5P, ZL2GO, 4A0, 4BB.

14 mc 'Phone
CO2MA, D4DK, EA1D, EPIC,
F8QD, FT4AC, G2PU, 4KY,
8IG, HB9FI, II CA, LU6AJ,
PY2HV, TI2OA, WIIOY .3E0,
ZC1AR.

28 mc CW
EI9J, F8EX, 8JT, 8K, 80B,
FM4AC, G2HCL, 2LU, 2YY,
3ADN, 3CK, 3WL, 4AU, 4GH,
4CIR, 5BD, 5LB, 50Q, SPF,
5VU, 6TD, 6VS, 8PB, GC8NO,
GISUR, 8LF, GM2BCM, 2CTG,
3UM, IIKL, LU9EV, PY2HV,
SVIEC, TF4A, VQ2FR, W5EP,
YR5A, ZS1CX, 5CD, 5DE, 6EJ,
6ID, 6CZ.

28 mc 'Phone
F3MN, G2FOS, 3BR, SUIKE.

1.8 mc CW
D2QP, D4ALG, G2HIL, 2YU,
2CX, 2NM, 3GX, SUM, 6TR,
GI3JP, GM3VB, OZ1W.

It is regretted that for the
reason given on page 426,
August SLP logs do not appear
this month. We apologise to
those readers who may be
disappointed, but most of the
logs arrived too late for
printing.

FIVE METRES

G6SL, Eddystone Works, Alve-
church Road, West Heath,
Birmingham, 31.

G2AK, 2BMZ', 2MR, 2XC.,
2ZV, 315, 5BY', 5LJ, 5TX',
5VM, 6CW, 6LK', 8UZ. Heard
or worked, July 23 ; over 100
miles.'

GSVN, 7 Lawrence Road, East -
lands, Rugby, Warwickshire.

G2ZV, 3IX, 5MA, 5TX, 6LK,
6SL, 6YQ. Heard 2300-2359
July 23.

G5BY, Resthaven Hotel, Thurle-
stone, Nr. Kingsbridge, S.
Devon.

G2AK, 2MV, 2XC, 2ZV, 3CQ,
SDZ, 5MA, 5MQ, 6CW, 6KB,
6LK, 6SL, 8RS, 8UZ, F3JB,
F8BC, F8RSN. All DX worked
July 26 -August 17.

GENERAL

14 mc CW

N. A. Phelps, Fortis Green,
London, N.10.

K6CGK, ION, W7EGN/KL7,
VE6LX, 7AEC, 7AEV, 701,
7LU, 7ZO, 8MK, W6AO, 6A0V,
6BXL, 6ITA, 6KIP, 6KRI,
6KWA, 6LHN, 6MJB, 6QYU,
6RBQ, 6RDR, 6SA, 6SAI, 6SC,
6TEA, 6TT, 6VKY, 6EBG/7,
7ABB, 7ALB, 7ALX, 7A00,
7DYQ, 7FHE, 7GGF, 7QL,
7VY, VK2ACX, 2ADE, 2AHX,
2AJX, 2HZ, 2MI, 2Q0, 2RA,
2TR, 3AMP, 3BC, 3CP, 3110,
3JA, 3JE, 3KX, 3MC, 3NC,
3NK, 300, 3TD, 3TM, 3UH.
3VU, 3WL, 3YL, 4DX, 4HR,
4J0, SBC, SJD, 5JU, 5WA,'
7CW, 7LJ, ZLIDI, IJC, 2BU,
2FA, 2FF, 2GL, 2G0, 2QM.
3AB, 3GU, 315, 3JD, 4A 0, 4AR
4BN, 4BQ, 4FK, 4GS.

BSWL-538, 38 Bridport Road,
Dorchester, Dorset.

CE3AJ, 3CT, CM2HP, CN8L,
CX3BL, 4CZ, EA9AI, EL4A,
HCIFG, HH5PA, K6CGK,
6IQN, 6SDM, KP4AZ, LUICA,
6DJK, OQ6AV, 5BD, 5DA,
5LL, TF5Z, VE3AAZ, 3BCO,
4R0, 7ZM, 8MG, VK2ADE,
2AM, 2DI, 2JX, 2NP, 2TR,
2VD, 2WE, 3HG, 3MC, 3W,
4EL, SBC, VP4TR, VS IBU,
1QB, VU2LR, W4BVX, 4ITR,
5CUH, 5LP, 6ANN, 6ENV,
6ERX, 6GRL, 6K!P, 6MAW,
6PFD, 6VBY, 7DZL, 7FD,
7GGF, 8YPH, 9RMY, XEICO,
ZC1AR, ZD8A, ZL I MR, 31S,
4BB. All July 14 to August 14
on 0-V-1 Rx.
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THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER
Statement of Policy

THE Editorial announcement in this issue sets out the reasons for the decision
to publish a new monthly magazine-The Short Wave Listener.

As explained there and as its name implies, The Short Nave Listener will be
the companion journal to this Magazine and will cater primarily for the large body
of enthusiasts who-for the moment, at any rate-are mainly interested in the receiving
side of short wave radio and yet have no medium concerned solely with their needs.

This is not to imply that the Magazine itself will cease to be of interest to the SWL.
What it does mean is that the SWL will now have a publication biased on his side,
in the same way that the Magazine is of direct interest primarily to the holder of a
transmitting licence-the latter also will benefit by the advent of the new publication
by reason of the fact that the Magazine will have a certain amount of extra space for
additional technical and constructional articles.

The first issue of The Short Wave Listener is due to appear on October 17, and there-
after on the third Thursday of each month.

Short Wave Listener Features
The principal regular articles in The Short Wave Listener will be "Have You

Heard . . . ? " by The DX Scribe (of pre-war Magazine fame) and " DX Broadcast,"
by R. H. Greenland.

Before the War, " Have You Heard . . . ? " was our particular feature for the broadcast
listener. It will now be used as the title for the monthly DX article on amateur band
reception only, and will be contributed by a writer of great experience in these matters.

On the other hand, R. H. Greenland's " DX Broadcast " will cover long-distance
listening on the short wave broadcasters all over the world, with accurate and up-to-
date information as to frequencies, schedules and identification characteristics-all
on the general lines of the late F. A. Beane's excellent contributions to the pre-war
Short Wave Magazine.

The next feature of general interest will be a greatly enlarged " Calls Heard " depart-
ment, covering all amateur bands (except 58 mc) and incorporating a special section
to record the logging prowess of the SW BCL's. " Calls Heard," in the Magazine
itself will be cut to include only 58 mc, 1.8 mc logs of exceptional interest, and overseas
readers' logs of G calls heard on any band, as considered suitable for publication.
Similarly, SLP activities will be transferred from " DX Commentary " in the Magazine
to " Have You Heard . . . ? " in The Short Wave Listener. The monthly DX forecast
will appear in both features.

The net effect will be, therefore, that " DX Commentary " will become of interest
primarily to transmitters keen on working DX, and " Have You Heard...? " to SWLs
whose interest is, of course, mainly DX reception. Moreover, it will be possible to
devote a good deal more space in The Short Wave Listener to SWL DX doings than it
has been in the Magazine's " DX Commentary," which will be shortened to a maximum
of four pages, as against the present five and sometimes six.

Constructional articles in the new paper will at first be concerned entirely with short
wave reception. Later, it is planned to run a series of articles dealing with the approach
to Amateur Radio in the wider sense. Other articles will discuss such matters as
QSL'ing, the use of codes, learning Morse, and, in fact, all those subjects upon which
the keen SWL requires information in order to get the most out of his hobby.

G9BF will perforce remain in the Magazine, but it seems he has a young brother,
MLCCBI-001, who is an ardent card collector and apparently the only member of a
society calling itself the " League of Card Collectors of the British Isles "-so we may
be afflicted with him in The Short Wave Listener.

More serious (and useful) contributions on subjects of SWL interest will be welcomed
by the Editorial staff of The Short Wave Listener. The closing date for copy for the
first (October) issue is September 30. Good rates will be paid for material accepted
as suitable for publication.

The subscription to The Short Wave Listener is 16s. post free, and subscribers will
have their copies sent them direct on publishing day (the third Thursday in the month)
starting on October 17.
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Driving on the Cathode
Short Note on a Useful Circuit

By K. W. LAWSON (G3AHJ)

In the construction of economical and
efficient VHF equipment, it is always
essential to keep losses to a minimum.

One arrangement which is well worth
more attention is the cathode -drive or
inverted triode arrangement. It will work
well with most triodes, either directly or
indirectly -heated, and RF output can be
obtained at frequencies at least as high as
150 mc.

Fig. 1 shows the basic circuit, and Fig. 2
a practical derivative of it. The input capa-
city of the valve, which is normally between
grid and cathode, is now between cathode
and earth, though still effectively cathode -
grid but without the feedback due to anode -
grid capacity. RF chokes are included in
the filament (or heater) leads in order to
minimise input losses caused by the capa-
city between the LT supply leads and earth.

No neutralisation is necessary, which is
an important advantage, and with proper
attention to layout, improved RF output
can be obtained in comparison with the
conventional arrangements.

Those working on 28, and particularly
58 mc, are urged to do a little experimenta I
work along the lines suggested. They will
find themselves amply repaid by the results.

F g. 1. Basic circuit for cathode drive RF amplifier

V3

TO ANTENNA
COUPLING

Fig. 2. A practical cathode -drive circuit using two stages. VI is the doub er- say, from 29 to 58 mc-and
V2, V3, comprise a push-pull amplifier, using TZ05-20's or a single DET-I9. RI, R2 are the self -bias resistors

and Cl, C2, the bias resistor by-pass condensors.
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NEW QRA's
Only those which have changed since the appearance of the September, 1939, issue of the Call Book
or were not included in it for fully licensed operation, or are now licensed for the first time, can be
published here. All that do appear in this column will automatically be included in the next Call
Book, now in preparation. The number of QRAs we can print each month depends upon space
available. QRAs are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space allowance. Please
write clearly and address to QRA Section.

G2AWT

G2BHR

G2CJL

G2CSV

G2DAN

G2FBA

G2FCC

G2FVD

G2GK

G2GZ

GI2HLT

G2HOX

G2HPF

G2HX

G2I W

G3AAU

G3ABD

G3ABG

G3ABJ

G3ACG

G3ACK

G3ACR

GI3ACV

G3ADL

G3ADR

G3ADV

R. H. Groome, BM/1154, London,
W.C.I. (Station at Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.)

P. L. Stiles, 20 Temple Sheen
Road, East Sheen, London,
S.W.14.

J. R. Lane, Station Road, Cheddar,
Somerset.

S. Parker, 5 Coast Road, Redcar,
Yorks.

S. E. Whiteley, Dalbrae, Beacon
Hill, Rolleston, Nr. Burton -on -
Trent, Staffs.

J. A. Hayward, 25 Walsingham
Road, St. Paul's Cray, Kent.

W. Warburton, 21 Fern Terrace,
Haslingden, Rossendale, Lancs.

K. C. F. Caton, 8, Strathmore
Road, Wimbledon Park,
London, S.W.19.

F. J. Wadman, 106 Warbro'
Road, Torquay, S. Devon.

L. H. Shersby, 155 Grand Drive,
Raynes Park, London, S.W.20.

N. H. Lowden, 98 King's Road,
Belfast, Northern Ireland.

F. J. T. Tuckfield, 12 Quaves
Road, Slough, Bucks.

H. Lowe, 29 Molrams Lane,
Great Baddow, Essex.

L. 0. Rogers, Bradford House,
Six Ways, Barnards Green,
Malvern, Worcs. (Correction).

G. R. Marsh, Bathwick Grange,
Bath, Somerset. (Tel. : Bath
3830.)

R. C. Kenny, 10 Churchbury
Road, Enfield, Middlesex.
(Station at Chippenham, Wilts.)

G. R. Milestone, 16 Eightlands
Lane, Bramley, Leeds, Yorks.

C. J. Morris, D.F.M., 66 Allport
Road, Cannock, Staffs.

E. R. Coleman, 8 Cavendish Road,
Brincliffe, Sheffield, 11. (Tel.:
Sheffield 51832.)

D. Hamnett, 9 Anchorsholme
Lane East, Cleveleys, Blackpool,
Lancs.

J. W. Hogarth, 4 Fenwick Avenue,
Blyth, Nortumberland. (Tel.:
Blyth 517.)

H. C. Harrison, 38 Baker Street,
Stapenhill, Burton -on -Trent,
Staffs.

R. Gabbey, 24 Clandeboye Road,
Bangor, Northern Ireland.

E. K. Freestone, 25 Whitbread
Road, Brockley, London, S.E.4.

R. L. Threadingham, 223 High-
land Road, Portsmouth, Hants.

P/O P. Jackson, 6 Granville
Gardens, East Cliff, Ramsgate,
Kent.

G3ADW G. W. Howes, 14 Sinhurst Road.
Camberley, Surrey.

G3AEM E. C. Wellington, 118 Pilton
Street, Barnstaple, N. Devon.

G3AEN A. G. Witham, 15 Inglewood
Road, Barnehurst, Bexleyheath,
Kent.

G3AEQ R. H. M. Peach, 38 Cascade
Avenue, Muswell Hill, London,
N.10. (Tel.: TUDor 5267.)

G3AEZ J. Greenwell, 7 Sondes Place
Drive, Dorking, Surrey.

G3AFL W. Baker, Home Guard Signals,
4 Devon Terrace, Berwick -on -
Tweed. (Tel.: Berwick 6267.)

G3AFP L. W. Carlin, 17 Beauchief Abbey
Terrace, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

G3AFR H. Bates, The Harlequin, Rad-
cliffe -on -Trent, Nottingham.

GM3AFU R. A. Bottomley, 68 Barassie
Street, Troon, Ayrshire, Scot-
land.

GW3VB P. W. Gammon, Carnau, Llan-
thony, Abergavenny, Mon.
(QTH Brecs.)

GM4HZ E. Beale, Ministry of Civil Avia-
tion, Air Traffic Control Station,
Dyce Airfield, Aberdeen.

G40 Q G. C. Lidstone, The Frigate, Sea
Avenue, Rustington, Sussex.

G4OY G. Beaumont, 43 Upper Albert
Road, Sheffield, 8, Yorks.
(Tel.: Sheffield 51435.)

G5GG L. G. Young, 25 Fossdale Road,
Sheffield, 7. (Tel.: Sheffield
51897.)

GSNH D. E. Pasfield, Hazelmere, St.
John's Square, Daventry,
Northants.

G5RN G. E. Prance, Newburn, Mid
Warberry Road, Torquay, S.
Devon. (Tel.: Torquay 4154.)

G6PN C. A. A. Smith, 61 Overbury Road,
Upper Hellesdon, Norwich,
Norfolk.

G8A R E. Ellis, 27 Dent Street, Folwell,
Sunderland, Co. Durham.

G8D1 H. W. Simpson, B.Sc., 1 Meadow
Lane, Liverpool, 12.

G8JC J. Morris Casey, Brookhill Farm,
Ladywood, Droitwich, Worcs.
(Tel : Fernhill Heath 15.)

G8LL H. W. Simpson, B.Sc., Rose Lane,
County Secondary Schools,
Liverpool, 18.

G8PG A. D. Taylor, 8 Grange Road,
West Kirby, Cheshire. (Tel.:
Hoylake 174.)

G8QA Tele-Radio (1943), Ltd., 177
Edgware Road, London, W.2.
(Tel.: PADdington 6166.)

G8TS J. S. F. Ruddock, 1 Woodland
Grove, Farnborough, Hants.
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100 Years of
Amateur Radio

G2SU, G6NP and G8OK Make a Century

With this note appears a group photo-
graph of three real old timers, who between
them have been in, or at, Amateur Radio
for a total of one hundred years.

W. Gill, G6NP, Heckmondwike, Yorks,
is on the left ; P. Denison, G8OK
(ex-DHX, ex-G2KD), Birstall, Leeds, in
the middle ; and M. Eskdale, G2SU,
Bradford, on the right.

The " senior member," G8OK, started
in 1908. G2SU came on the air in 1911,
and G6NP, the youngster on the left, in
1919. All three have been, and are still,
continuously active and have between
them made a large contribution to the
art of Amateur Radio.
G8OK

He sat in on the first demonstrations
by such pioneers of radio as Marconi
himself, Duddell, Round, Lee de Forest
and Poulsen, and also heard the earliest
Telefunken telephony experiments in 1908.

Then, as DHX, he designed the receiver
with which was achieved, in 1919, the
first trans -Atlantic 200 -metre reception,
when American amateur 2QR was heard
by one George Benzie. This was hardly
credited at the time, owing to the pheno-
menally short wavelength employed, and
led to the visit-officially sponsored by
the American Radio Relay League-of an
American amateur who brought his own
receiver and repeated the feat from a
location in Scotland. It is, incidentally,
this latter reception which is widely
claimed as the first short wave amateur
trans -Atlantic contact ; in fact, Benzie's
reception on DHX's receiver preceded it
by two months. The Americans, however,
dispute the claim on the grounds that the
reception was not verified.

In his travels about the globe as a ship's
operator, G8OK has met many persona-
lities in the world of radio, including such
keen amateurs as the late Prince of Monaco
and the ex -King of Siam, who, at
Bangkok, came on board incognito for the
sole purpose of talking radio with G8OK.

At present, G8OK spends most of his
time on 1.8 mc, with a Franklin VFO.
He is, however, equipped for all bands -
7, 14, and 28 mc-but preferring experi-
mental work, DX as such has lost much
of its taste for him.

G2SU
Starting in 1911, with a spark trans-

mitter, G2SU has been operated from the
same QRA ever since. As the years went
on, so he-in the manner of all the
pioneers of Amateur Radio-moved from
1,000 metres to 440, then down to 160 and
80 metres.

The present outfit operates on all bands
160 to 5 metres, with a Sky Champion,
Super Sky Rider, Hammarlund Super
Pro and HRO available on the receiving
side. A lot of his time, too, is spent on
1.8 mc.

G2SU is well known in the north of
England as a teacher of aeronautical
engineering ; when in charge of the Rolls-
Royce aero-engine training school in
Derby during the 1914-18 War, he had the
honour of being congratulated personally
by H.M. King George V on his part in
passing 1,100 officers and men into the
flying services. In his time, G2SU was
flown in practically everything that could
take off, including the airship R100.

He is interested in many branches of
science and engineering, and his other
hobby is railway locomotives, many of the
biggest of which he has driven. G2SU is
now the very active President of this
Bradford Short Wave Club, and still
remains what he has for so long been-an
amateur who has never lost his early
enthusiasm for the great game of Amateur
Radio.
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READERS' half-guznea IDEAS
Side-Swiper Key-Protecting the Iron-Mounting

Coil Trimmers-Vernier Shift Control
(In the June issue, p. 238, we mentioned that we should like to see any practical or con-
structional ideas which readers might think to be original. Here are the first selections. We
hope they will prompt many more. All we require is a drawing or photograph, with a short
explanation in your own words. We write up the material ; you get the half-guinea.-Ed.)
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Side-Swiper Key

The drawing (Fig. 1) here-
with illustrates quite clearly
the design and construction of
a home-made key of the "side-
swiper" variety.

The action on a key of this
kind is quite different from
that of the usual straight key,
nor is it the same as sending
with a "bug," where the dots
are made by a trembler pro-

jecting at the back of the key
and the dots by a second pair
of contacts at the paddle end.

Considerable practice is
necessary to achieve good
formation on a "bug" or
"side-swiper," but once the
action has been acquired speed
sending (for those who want
it) is much easier than on a
straight key.-From K. G.
Redmond, 2a Chalcot Gardens,
Belsize Park, London, N. W.3.

Fig. 1. A reader's home-made
side-swiper key. The keying circuit
is completed across the anchor plate
and " U " piece. The action on a
key of this kind is quite different
from that of the usual lever type,
and considerable practice is needed
before clean, fast sending can be

acquired.

Protecting the Iron
When doing a job requiring

the frequent use of a soldering
iron, one is continually both-
ered by having to avoid over-
heating and the danger of
burning out the iron. This
device (Fig. 2) was conceived
with the idea of overcoming
the trouble.

The equipment required
can, in most cases, be found in
the junk box. The parts are
mounted on a 3 -way rec-
tangular wooden switch -block,
and consist of a single -pole
5 -amp. switch, a batten lamp -
holder, and a 5 -amp. 2 -pin

SATTPI SIOUIR

5 kM9- 291N
SOCKS'S'
FOR IRON s

11111 swims

,100v/Ktritop

5 Atil?
6vircon

FLEX LEAD To `l3 -WA WOODEN
TO`rVER.SIMLY

SWITCH

SOCKET

I TTG

41)
TO SOLDERING IRON

Fig. 2. Preventing the iron from
over -heating. The 100 -watt lamp is
switched in when working tempera-
ture is reached, thus limiting
current to the iron while keeping it
hot. Details are self-explanatory.
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Fig. 3. BRS-7605's 'dea in dia-
grammatic form. The supporting

wires are 16 SWG.

socket, wired up as shown in
the diagram.

The switch is in parallel
with the lampholder and both
are in series with one of the
leads to the socket. One side
of the supply is taken direct
to the socket and the other
to the switch.

Insert a suitable lamp in the
holder (a 100 -watt lamp has
been found right for a 65 -
watt iron), close the switch,
and allow the iron to heat up
in the usual way. When
working temperature has been
attained, open the switch and
if the lamp has been correctly
chosen, the iron will be main-
tained indefinitely at the
required temperature without
over -heating. When it is
required for use, close the
switch, do the soldering, and
open the switch again while
getting the next joint ready.

A further advantage of this
device is that it also saves
power in that when the lamp
is in circuit during the stand-
by periods the load on the
mains is reduced.-From B.
Randell, Holmestower, Well -
wood Drive, Dinas Powis,
Glam.

Mounting Coil Trimmers
To obtain maximum effi-

ciency, especially with super-
hets having plug-in coils, it is
an advantage to have a trim-
mer on all tuned windings, to
maintain each set in alignment.

First solder lengths of
16 SWG tinned copper wire
to the two pins arranged for
the tuned winding-pointing
the ends with a file to ensure
a good joint at the pin tips-
and cut the length to leave
about fin. protruding from
the top of the former. Then
solder the winding ends inside
the former to the stiff 16 SWG
wire ; when the coil is com-
plete, attach the trimmer at
the top after bending out the
lugs to fill the inside diameter
of the former, as shown in
Fig. 3.-From B. J. Blount,
BRS-7605, 5 Priory Crescent,
Cheam, Surrey.

Vernier Shift Control
In order to avoid inter-

ference it is often desirable
to be able to shift a CW signal
very slightly on the receiver in
order to get him in the clear
or to give pitch discrimination
against the interfering signal.

If the incoming signal is

very weak-as we are told the
interesting DX nearly always
is !-movement of the tuning
control itself may result in the
signal being lost. The idea
illustrated here (Fig. 4) over-
comes the difficulty while
meeting the requirement in a
very simple way.

By arranging for the earthed
metal strip to be moved
through the field of the main
or band -spread tuning con-
denser ("proximity tuning")
a very fine vernier adjustment
can be provided. The degree
of frequency shift can be varied
merely by altering the length
either of the arm or of the
cross -piece.

The sketch at Fig. 4 is
almost self-explanatory. In
fitting the vernier shift knob,
secure it such that the reading
is mid -scale with the cross-
piece free to move in either
direction through the field of
the main tuning condenser.
Now adjust the length of the
arm or cross-piece-or the arc
of movement relative to the
main condenser-until a weak
signal can just be shifted
through audibility; it can
then be moved without being
lost.-From H. Owen, B.Sc.,
P.O. Box 8, Tafo, Gold Coast
Colony, British West Africa.
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Fig. 4. The left hand contro sweeps an arm, carrying a meta cross
piece, through the field of the main or band spread tuning condenser.
By choosing dimensions correctly, the effect-somewhat similar to
permeability tuning-can be made such that the signal on tune appears

to be shifted slightly in frequency
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Keep It Clean !
" Old Timer " Discusses What Should

Not be Heard on the Bands

[While we do not wish to over -emphasise the failings of the few, nor to moralise
unduly, we nevertheless feel that this article may help to improve operating behaviour,

to the ultimate benefit of all concerned.-Ed.]

NOW that Amateur Radio is once
more a very flourishing concern,
it is advisable to have a share-

holders' meeting occasionally, and to
review our assets and liabilities. We
cannot pursue this metaphor too far,
because we really have no board of
directors, no executive committee, and
no body that can take disciplinary
action. In short, although transgres-
sors against the law can be dealt with,
transgressors against morals or ethics
are subject only to their own con-
sciences and to the feelings of fellow -
members of the company.

This is as it should be ; the last thing
we want is an Amateur Radio Policing
Body. We have rid the world of Ges-
tapo technique, we hope, for ever ;
and that is precisely why Amateur
Radio thrives again.

But we ought occasionally to look
at our own shop window-the amateur
bands-and see what impression it
gives. Then we can start taking steps
to put right anything that is wrong, by
mutual discussion and agreement . . .

and that is the reason for this article.
Look round our bands to -day, and

you will find a lot that is excellent.
You will find well -operated stations
with clean notes or good modulation,
talking good sense and enjoying good
QSO's with similar stations. And those
who wield the prefix " G ", are as
always, second to none in these
respects. In the last three weeks I have
heard only three " G " stations com-
mitting offences-one with a nearly
raw AC note (no doubt an accident),
one hopelessly over -modulated and
" splattering," and one off -frequency.
These three incidents probably repre-

sent about 0.3 per cent. of the total
number of QSO's heard.

Moral Offences
These, however, are offences against

the law. Include some of the lesser
offences against good behaviour and
common sense, and you would find
quite a few cases that might well be up
before a jury of amateurs at a local
meeting. I mean this sort of thing :

(1) Use of the LF end of the 14 mc
band for local 'phone contacts at a
time when it is full of DX CW ;

(2) Use of interminable CQ calls
when everyone else on the band
seems to be doing the same ; under
such conditions it is perfectly easy to
make a good DX contact by listening
for a few minutes and then calling
someone.

(3) Use of the 7 and 14 mc bands
for quite senseless chit-chat with
someone in the same town on sub-
jects well removed from the sphere
of Amateur Radio.
These three, I regret to say, have all

been committed by British stations.
Include certain European countries
(particularly Italy) and you may add
three more old enemies of the cause :

(4) Use of the worst kind of
" spitch "-over -modulated 'phone
with a high percentage of frequency -
modulation, resulting in " splatter "
over 100 kc or more, and at times
reaching into the realms of complete
unintelligibility ;

(5) Really bad notes, with AC
modulation, chirps and instability,
coupled with frightful sending and
general lack of sense ;

(6) Tuning -up operations, obvi-
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ously on high power, which go on
for 30 minutes to an hour and make
a large part of the band almost
unusable.
Now it is obviously easy to put our

own house in order. If a British
amateur does silly things, tell him so.
After all, we all meet at various
gatherings, and there is no need to
carry politeness too far ! If you are
introduced to someone that you
remember as the owner of a terrible
signal, or as a local -'phone menace,
tell him so ! Nine times out of ten it is
ignorance that is responsible.

When operating break-in, single -
channel, we suggest the use of "IIIIS"
as the procedure,signal. If this is sent
while calling, other operators will
know that the station concerned can not
only work break-in, but is listening on
his own frequency for replies.

But what of the foreigners ? Well,
the obvious way to deal with them is to
boycott them. Call them the first time
and tell them what you think is wrong ;
after that, leave them severely alone.
If they never make a QSO they will
soon get tired of it all, or realise that
there is something the matter.

International F.O.C.
Another possibility is the formation

of an organisation on the lines of a
" First -Class Operators' Club," which
must be on an international basis. It
should then be possible for the good
and knowledgeable operators in any
country to do something towards
cleaning up their own local ether.

Returning to our own house and
offences (1), (2) and (3), we may deal
with them in a little more detail. Sin
No. 1 is probably the most common,
and it springs from having too much
to say and not doing enough listening.
I always think the offenders are the
type who monopolise any conversation
with their own pet sayings and never
try to improve their minds by listening
to other people's opinions. They
switch on the receiver and transmitter,
put out a 'phone CQ, and thereupon
work three or four stations in a row.
These are possibly all Europeans, and

they simply do not know that the DX -
men are hard at work underneath it all.
DX -men, perhaps, are freaks of a
peculiar kind, but they are entitled to
their existence, and they should have
an equal share of the band with the
others.

It is, of course, true that our own
GPO has not divided up the bands for
'phone and CW, but " rationalising "
divisions of the bands have been sug-
gested in these pages, and unless all
amateurs help them along, chaos will
reign. We cannot say " Don't use
'phone on 14100-14200 kc," but we
can say " Please don't." At any rate,
leave, say, 14100-14160 for CW and
keep the 'phone above that. Then,
a reasonable little band would be
available just outside the American
'phone territory. The state of the
28 mc band, when it comes back to life,
is a little uncertain ; but during last
spring, although the recognised CW
band occupied only the bottom 100 kc
of a 2 mc band, 'phone stations were
frequently heard within it ! I suppose
it is largely a matter of crystals when
one gets down to it-but why not use
those ECO's and other types of VFO ?

Dripping CQ's
Now for these CQ calls. Many,

many times I have heard a string of
CQ's issuing for so long that I have
just not had the patience to hold on
and see who it was. Generally, I can
just stand it, if only to make a mental
note of the call -sign and a resolution
never to work the station, but of late I
have heard some that have been too
long for human endurance. Now this
is one of the major methods of annoy-
ance, because it is just pure band -
hogging. All those CQ's are merely
occupying the band without telling a
single listener anything at all. If a
station does this sort of thing and the
whole call occupies, say, three minutes,
that station would be much better
employed sending "CQ " and his call-
sign alternately in groups of three ; it
would be even better to do the latter
for about one or two minutes only, and
then to try again if nothing happened.
But this business of simply dripping
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the letters "CQ " until anyone listening
wants to scream is pure foolishness and
complete waste of a slice of an all too
narrow band. Again, there is nothing
in the licence now about " three -times-
three," so it is not a legal crime ; but
none the less it is an offence against
common sense and good behaviour.

The meaningless chatter that goes on
in some quarters is becoming rather
serious. It is significant that the stations
indulging in it are generally badly
operated in other ways. Listen to some
telephony stations and you will hear a
QSO lasting for, perhaps, twenty
minutes or half an hour, every minute
of which is interesting by virtue of a
discussion about the gear used, about
conditions or general goings-on on the
bands. On the other hand, tune -in to
someone else and you will hear a
vapid sort of exchange of pleasantries,
vague boasts about the high efficiency
of the " rig," talk about DX records
which your experience rather leads you
to doubt, and (almost invariably) a
very sloppy exchange of call -signs at
the end.

Helping Hand

These fellows are not criminals ;
they are not even intentional annoy-
ances ; they just don't know better.
They want teaching-and if they belong
to a local society or club they can be
taught. That is one of the chief bene-
fits of clubs (although I confess I often
long for a club of the other sort). The
point is that every amateur can do his
valuable bit towards cleaning up the
bands, for if his own behaviour is above
reproach, he is the kind of amateur who
is needed to help some of the others
along. By saying his piece . at local
meetings, and by tactfully drawing
attention to some of the anti -social
behaviour that goes on, he can exert a
powerful influence.

Goodness knows our bands are
narrow enough, even if we are comport
ourselves perfectly ; if we are going to
have all sorts of badly -behaved hood-
lums sharing them with us, we might
as well pack up now. So let us do
everything we can, by the printed or

THE AMATEUR BANDS
Following are the bands now open

for amateur operation :
1715-2000 kc 10 watts (A) and (B)
3500-3635 kc l 25 watts (A),
3685-3800 kc f 150 watts (B).
7150-7300 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
14100-14300 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
28000-30000 kc 25 watts (A), 150

watts (B)
58500-60000kc 25 watts (A) and (B)

Note that the two sections of the 7
and 14 me bands allotted are not in
harmonic relation. It is proposed that
telephony operation on these bands be
confined to the areas 7200-7300 and
14200-14300 kc. " A licences are all
three -letter calls issued post-war, and
are for CW operation only ; licenseesin this category are not normally
allowed the use of telephony and full
power tEltill they have had twelve months'
experience. Class " B licensees are
holders of reissued pre-war two -letter
call signs, and are allowed the un-
restricted use of CW, MC Wand 'Phone
with power as given above.

spoken word, to improve things.
Incidentally, don't try to improve other
people's behaviour until you know

own is above reproach !
That would not exactly be the height
of tact, and would neither enhance
your own reputation nor have much
effect upon the other man.

(As I write these last words, the
phones, on the bench, are giving forth
a fearful kind of Donald Duck noise
which, upon investigation, turns out to
be a " telephony " station about 200
per cent. modulated, fully 50 kc away
from the point to which the receiver
is tuned. Unfortunately, he is a " G."
I am now going to write a very polite
post -card !)

* * *
AMATEUR RADIO AT BIKINI

The electronic control ship for the Atom
Bomb tests at Bikini was the U.S.S.
"Avery Island." Among her complement,
responsible for many of the radar and
communications aspects of these tests,
there were no less than 27 holders of
American amateur callsigns. The elec-
tronic party was under the command of
Capt. C. L. Engleman. U.S.N., W6UQR ;
he was 7QQ as long ago as 1920.
(Acknowledgments August QST.)
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The photograph gives a good impression
of the very fine new transmitter at G3AD,
A. N. Simmons, 69 Chester Terrace,
Chester Square, Westminster, London,
S.W.1. He began its construction in
November last and has spared neither
time nor effort in producing really up-
to-date equipment.

The top panel carries the output stage,
using P/P 35T's with swinging link
coupling, below which is the exciter
panel with a 1614 CO driving an 807
as FD/BA ; keying is in the latter stage,
either cathode or back bias.

The third panel down carries a self-
contained VFO with a Muirhead vernier
control ; a 6F6 as ECO is coupled to a
6L6 as double-isolater, and the unit
gives output on 3.5, 7 and 14 me as
required. Next below is the speech
amplifier -modulator, using 6L7-6J5-KT66-
P/P 809, and arranged so that three
input channels (for an RCA ribbon,
Astatic crystal or D104 microphone) can

The
other man's
station
G3AD

be selected. The remaining three panels
carry the power supply units, with their
associated controls.

As will be seen from the photograph,
extensive metering is provided and all
variables in each unit are brought out
to panel controls. The meters in the
upper units have illuminated scales ; the
transmitter is housed in a black wrinkle
steel cabinet, with rear hinged door for
ease of access to the various chassis
units.

On the receiving side, G3AD has an
SX-28 with a DM -36 frequency expander
unit ; the present rig made its first
appearance in March last, using only
the exciter portion as a low -power

transmitter.

G3AD is of vintage 1937, and has
worked most of the world on CW and
'phone. He has maintained from the
very beginning a card index showing
every station worked, with a cross-
reference to the log. The index gives
details of some two thousand contacts.
G3AD's interests in Amateur Radio are
the achieving of good quality telephony,
frequent use of CW and the operation
of his station with the idea of making
friends ; he prefers to leave DX -chasing
to those who like it.

Incidentally, G3AD QSL's with one of
the best cards we have ever seen ; it

combines good taste with excellent
printing and a striking subject.

D
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Radio Amateurs' Examination-November
On p. 372, August, we noticed briefly

the results of the first Examination, held
on May 8 last, when 182 candidates sat ;
of these, only 37, or 22 per cent., failed.

The next is to be held on November 15,
in the interests of those who for various
reasons may not have been able to take
the previous one. After this sitting in
November, the Examination will be held
annually in May only.

As before, the City and Guilds of
London Institute, the authority responsible
for the R.A.E., has arranged that for the
convenience of candidates, the November
examination will be held at various centres
throughout the country. Intending en-
trants can apply to their local Technical
College for particulars ; the fee is 10s.,
with a small charge for accommodation in
some cases. Applications for entry should
be made as soon as possible and in any
case must be in not later than October 8.
All enquiries regarding the Examination
should be addressed to : The Superin-
tendent, Department of Technology, City
and Guilds of London Institute, 31 Brechin
Place, London, S.W.7.

Matters regarding the issue of a trans-
mitting licence are dealt with by the
Engineer -in -Chief's Department, Radio
Branch (W5/5), General Post Office,
London, E.C.1.

R.A.E.-Course of Study
Arising from the foregoing, readers in

the London area will be interested to know
that a course covering the syllabus of the
Radio Amateurs' Examination will be held
during the 1946-47 session at the Brentford
Evening Institute.

Classes commence in the week beginning
September 23, but the enrolment week
begins on September 16, when, from
Monday to Friday, 7 to 8.30 p.m., the
Head of the Institute and his staff will be
present to advise and enrol intending
students.

A copy of the prospectus may be
obtained on application to J. M. R.
Sutton, B.Sc., G2NG, Winterbourne,
Gipsy Lane, S.W.15.

TOP BAND WIDENED
We are informed that the 1.8 mc band

is now open for the whole range 1715-
2000 kc. Input is still limited to 10
watts. So we are back to normal again
with 1.7 mc.

Do You Know That
A standard " Eddystone " 18 µµF vari-

able condenser (type 1094), if cut down to
leave only two fixed and two moving
plates, will spread the 58.5-60 mc band
over nearly 50 degrees of an 0-100 degree
dial? This amount of bandspread is just
right for accurate tuning and reasonably
quick searching.

Summer DX on Ten
It paid to watch 28 mc during July and

August, even though the band is supposed
to fade out in the summer. In accordance
with predictions, the MUF (maximum
usable frequency) has often been much
higher this year than is usual during the
summer period, with the result that 28 mc
was frequently open for real DX. The
level of activity has, however, been
relatively low.

80 METRES OPEN AGAIN!
3500-3635 kc, 3685-3800 kc. Class A,

25 watts; Class B, 150 watts.
Note the dead area of 50 kc in the

middle of the band. In the general
interest we recommend that CW be
confined to the LF area 3500-3635 kc.

Fixing the Frequencies
In preparation for the World Telecom-

munications Conference to be held next
year, a preliminary Five -Power technical
meeting, to settle the agenda, is to take
place in Moscow about the end of this
month. The world-wide allocation of
frequencies is, of course, the most im-
portant matter upon which agreement has
to be reached.
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G9BF Calling
( It gets worse instead of better.-Ed.)

Many letters from readers (also usual
foreign postcard) congratulating me excel-
lence equipment at KZ7LX. This of course
is me G9BF. Most readers say no wonder
you do not bother with YL skeds if gear
so reliable ; do not quite understand
this, but assume it is compliment, as usual.

Like all good ideas, my DX procedure
simple but needs plenty practice to perfect.
No use going on air with short "three -
times -three" CQ and expecting replies
from super DX like BUlEGG, worked
by me recently after 5 -minute CQ call on
about 14440 kc. Recommend always call
CQ DX at least 25 times, then sign once
(twice for super -DX) ; this ensures DX
station will have time tune you in-point
overlooked by certain contributors this
Magazine always talking about "make it
snappy."

When QSO, essential give excellent
report like "Ur sigs RST-579 vy vy FB
FB om wot u using pse." Back he comes
with long description gear while you pop
out for quick drink. Then .you reply
"RRR solid om tnx vy interesting dope
ere QRT so cheers." He will reply "Tnx
om FB sure psed to have worked u pse
QTH ? es QSL ? ". You answer "Hr QRA

aircraft near Greenland sure QSL tnx."
This starts him writing Magazine to
report QSO asking if KZ7LX genuine.
This puts KZ7LX on map.

For best DX recommend careful choice
of frequency near edge band to avoid
QRM from G's using phoney callsigns.
About 7400 and 14350 good for this, and
if callsign sufficiently rare, QSO certain.
No use having straight call and expecting
raise stations wanting rare DX. Have
selection special callsigns for this,
hence my success. GPO also foxed.

Also good tip when working 'phone to
have VFO and while putting out rare call -
sign swing VFO very slowly through
whole band. This attracts plenty atten-
tion bringing many stations QRX on your
frequency. Then say hi -hi.

For real super DX, essential to have
DX note. Many ways obtaining this but
easiest is well-known method taking HT
straight off rectifier valve ; this also
eliminates bother with expensive smooth-
ing chokes and condensers. Old pal
MOIFFI always reports KZ7LX "RST-
599 es fine business" so can recommend
method with confidence.

(And that's about enough.-Ed.)
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ON THE MARKET

(Due to pressure on space, this feature was
held over from the last three issues.
Only items of immediate interest have been
selected from the material which has been
accumulating in the meantime.-Ed.)

Among several suggested "wants" pro-
posed for mention in this column, we
have selected some items from the list
sent in by a reader in Northern Ireland.
First and foremost, he asks for a reason-
ably -priced test oscillator ; secondly, he
wants straight -line -frequency condensers
with 270 -degree rotation ; and thirdly,
crystal band-pass filters, with choice of
two or three band -widths, for use with
IF's of 1.6, 3 and 10 mc.

As regards the third point, it happens
that many other readers have made
suggestions which amount to the same
thing. Such a unit would be an im-
portant component in a good home -built
communications superhet. From what
has been said on that subject in the Cor-
respondence columns it is quite evident
that many amateurs are quite prepared
to undertake the construction of such
receivers.

Another request has been for more
informative catalogues and price lists ;
we agree with this one. Too often one
has to enter into protracted and long -
delayed correspondence with a firm in
order to obtain essential data on a piece
of equipment. On the other hand, com-
pilers of catalogues have something of a
problem in deciding just how much
information is really necessary. Never-
theless, in general it is true that the more
complete and detailed the data given, the
greater the confidence inspired in the
firm's products and ultimately the better
the sales figures. Certain American
manufacturers (but by no means all) are
very good at this, and produce really
excellent catalogues.

British Mechanical Productions.-All
orders and enquiries regarding "Clix"
radio components should in future be
addressed to the London Sales Office,
21 Bruton Street, W.1 (Tel. : MAYfair
5543). Their lists are worth having.

NEWS from the Trade
and

NOTES on Equipment

Sydney S. Bird.-Well known to all
the old-timers in Amateur Radio,
"Cyldon" condensers are again available,
in the familiar patterns. When we first
started out with a transmitter, 'way back
in 1926, a "Cyldon" .0005 ,uF variable-
which could be taken to pieces and double-
spaced to tune the plate side of the 45 -
metre TPTG oscillator-was regarded as
just about the ultimate in transmitting
condensers. The modern types have all
the good features of those older models,
which did us so well and lasted so long-
rugged construction, clean finish, ample
bearing surface and ceramic insulation.
They can be had in a wide range of
capacities and in several different designs
for either transmitting or receiving duty.
They are in square law, SLF, SLC and
logarithmic law plate shapes, and in
single section, split stator and differential
construction-whichever you prefer ! One
of the nicest models is the 14-30 tauF
split -stator transmitting type, with .082
in. air -gap and ceramic insulation ;
the vanes are of polished aluminium,
with rounded edges.

A.B. Metal Products.-They offer a
wide variety of rotating, lever, miniature
and push-button switches, for every
conceivable radio purposes on the
receiving side. In the wafer type, rotor
contacts are silver alloy, with heavily
silver-plated special spring brass for the
stator. They can be supplied to switch
circuits requiring anything from one pole
and 12 positions, to 6 poles and two
positions. Ganging is allowed for, on
an assembly which ensures rigidity and
certainty of action. The designs available
are in rotary, semi -rotary and lever move-
ment. Other types are a QMB single -
pole on -off in the 5 amp. 250 volt rating,
and a miniaturised wave -change switch
known as the "Minibank."

Dubilier.-Fixed condensers of many
different kinds and for all applications
are listed in the latest catalogue. Not all
of these are readily available through
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normal trade channels since, like other
large component manufacturers, Dubiliers
produce, for set makers, quantities of
what would be regarded by the small
buyer as special types. We have selected
a number of designs which are not in this
"special" category, and they will appear
from time to time in our constructional
articles.

Londex.-Considerable interest is being
shown in the matter of relay -operated
change -over and control systems in
amateur stations. The idea is, of course,
to press a button and let the relays do all
the work of muting the receiver, changing
over the aerial, switching on the trans-
mitter and bringing in the microphone
key. The Londex aerial relay switch has
been specifically designed for its function.
The contacts are very heavy, of pure
silver, polystyrene insulated, and the
solenoid can be supplied to operate off
any normal AC or DC voltage to suit
customers' requirements. Other relays
in the Londex range include a multiple -
contact, double -action multiple -contact
and a mercury tip -switch, all solenoid
operated.

British Tungsram.-Unfortunately, for
those who are familiar with the excellent
APP4G RF pentode which was a feature
of the Tungsram range before the war,
they are not at present in a position to
manufacture transmitting valves. We
understand, however, that information is
available concerning the pre-war types.

Berry's Short Wave.-Now available is
the "Q -Max" slow-motion dial, which
gives 9-1 reduction to a pointer travelling
across 6 semi -circular scales contained in
a rectangle 61 in. by 31 in. The outer of
these six scales, which is 91 in. long, is cali-
brated 0-180 degrees ; the five inner
scales, the fastest or innermost one of
which is 4 in. long, are not figured, the idea
being that they should be marked in
accordance with individual requirements.
The drive is positive, the action smooth,
and the mounting simple. A rectangular
escutcheon and glass screen are provided,
and control is by means of a sensible 21 in.
diameter fluted knob. The only criticism
we have to offer of an otherwise excellent
component is that the pointer is a little too
thick. It could with advantage be shaped
to a knife-edge from the inner scale out-
wards. At 15s. 6d. complete, this new
slow-motion control should meet a large
demand.

Radio-Aid.-From a range of useful test
equipment, we notice their model S/1
cathode-ray oscilloscope. Using a 11 in.
tube, this instrument incorporates a four -
speed time -base (2 cycles to 25 kilocycles
per second total coverage) and the sensi-
tivity of the tube, without amplifier, is
0.3 millimetre per volt. Controls, eight in
all, include sweep speed, Y gain, syn-
chronising and X -Y shift. The price of
this oscilloscope, complete with incorpor-
ated power supply and all valves, is £27.

Wireless Supplies Unlimited.-If anyone
wants No. 8 tinned copper wire (for
winding PA inductances, for instance),
they have it in 25 ft. coils at 3s. 9d.

Sound Sales.-A comprehensive range
of steel rack and panel assemblies is
offered, finished "BBC grey," with bolted
racks in 2 in. by in. steel, tapped to take
the 12 SWG steel panels in any of the
standard depths -121, 81, 7 and 51 in.
by 19 in. wide. Panels of this size can
also be supplied in in. aluminium. Trays
are in 16 SWG steel, to the standard
lengths of 161 in., with 1 in. flanges or sub-
spaces ; they are available in widths of
4, 6, 8 and 10 in., with brackets to match.
The 6 ft. rack with double -sided support
costs £3, panels vary from 6s. 6d. to 12s.
each according to depth, and trays are
from 3s. 10d. to 6s. Brackets, foot castors,
termination blocks, nuts and bolts and
bus bars can also be supplied. Complete
assemblies can be undertaken, with panels
drilled, tapped and punched out to order.

Salford.-We have recently tested two
G.E.C.-Salford crystal units, designated
the Type 2 low temperature coefficient
plates, and priced at 30s. complete.
Mounted in an enclosed and sealed holder
of rectangular section, with standard
(f in.) pin spacings, they give high output
and are completely stable by the best
standards. These crystals were tested in
several oscillators of the usual types, both
fundamental and harmonic ; they never
failed to start, and there was no sign of
over -heating or erratic behaviour. They
are available in the ranges 3 .5-3 .75 and
7.0-7.5 mc, and can be supplied for
specified frequencies for 36s.

Due to pressure on space, we
are holding over "Some Letters
to the Editor" until next month.
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THE MONTH
WITH THE CLUBS

FROM REPORTS

We hope that readers interested in this section will like
its new setting, the object of which is to give us more space
for the increasing number of reports we anticipate during
the coming winter season.

The new layout will, in effect, enable us to allow yet
more room for Club news, while at the same time con-
serving precious pages in the Magazine as a whole. There
is an urgent need for this in the interests of all readers,
and since we are concerned not only with saving space
but also in maintaining Magazine standards of production,
we have been at pains to try to design a layout which
meets both requirements.

Inter -Club Contest ?

This gives us room for one more comment-
are Clubs interested in an inter -club transmit-
ting contest on, say, 1.8 mc? This would be open only to
Clubs possessing their own callsigns and would be worked
on a "points per QSO" basis, with zonal multipliers. If
secretaries interested would consult their members and,
by October 10, give us a firm undertaking to participate,
we should be glad to undertake the necessary arrange-
ments ; these can then be announced in the November
issue of the Magazine. The period we have in mind for
this contest is the first week in December, so that entries
can reach us soon enough for the result to be announced
in the January issue.

It all sounds a long time ahead, but in fact secretaries
only have four weeks, from the time they see this, to discuss
the matter at meetings, and let us know what they think
about the idea. To make the contest worth while, we feel
that not less than six Clubs should participate.

Following are the reports for the month, with secretaries'
names and addresses in the panel at the end of column, as
usual.

Bradford Short Wave Club.-
They are busy getting their
new premises at 1374 Leeds
Road ready for the winter
session. The club transmitter
will be fitted up in the radio
room as soon as the licence
arrives from the GPO-they
hope to recommence opera-
tion under the old call,
G3NN. G2QM is to give
some further advice on aerials
and an interesting and in-
structive winter programme
is being arranged. Prospec-
tive members are asked to
get in touch with the secre-
tary, or to call on the club
any Monday evening.

Practical Amateur Radio
Constructors' Club (Dublin).
-Their first meeting was held
on July 5, and have taken
place regularly on Fridays
each week ever since. Mem-
bership is increasing and the
activities of the club have an
Amateur Radio bias, with a
club station in view. Morse
classes are being started, a
club -room is being sought and
a good library is already
available to members. A
useful lecture programme has
been arranged and the P.A.R.
C.C. would like to hear from
prospectives in the Dublin
area.

Grafton Radio Society.-They
recommence activities this
month with meetings on
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays at 7.30 p.m. Morse
practice takes place on each
of these evenings, and com-
mencing in the middle of
September there is to be a
weekly series of lectures cover-
ing the syllabus of the Radio
Amateurs' Examination.
Two transmitters are now
in operation (G2AHB and
G8DF) and more are under
construction so that all bands
1.8 to 58 mc can be covered.
For the practical section, some
£60 worth of gear has been
purchased in preparation for
an extensive building pro-
gramme during the winter
session. A cost -price canteen
is also functioning. We
cannot do better than advise
readers who can reach the
Grafton L.C.C. School,
Eburne Road, Holloway, N.7,
to join this enterprising and
very popular club.

Medway Amateur Transmitters'
Society.-Some 30 members
were present at the last meet-
ing, when G2HAU discussed
power supplies. The club
equipment is now approaching
completion and the pro-
gramme for the next few
weeks will include the installa-
tion and operation of the
transmitter and receiver ; ne-
gotiations are on foot for the
erection of an aerial. G6MU
runs the Morse class, and
special arrangements have
been made for learners.
M.A.T.S. meet every Monday
at 7.30 p.m. at 207 Luton
Road, Chatham, and those
in the district interested in
Amateur Radio are invited to
make contact.

Oswestry & District Radio
Society.-Most encouraging
support was given to the first
meeting of the society on
July 31. An active programme
is being prepared for the
future. Membership is in two
classes, senior and junior ;
visitors to the district will be
welcome at the meetings and
it is hoped to gain the fullest
local support for what is a
new venture in the Oswestry
area.
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Coventry Amateur Radio
Society.-The next meetings
are on September 14 (visit to
BBC, Daventry) and Sep-
tember 30, which will be a
quiz night with teams selected
from transmitting and re-
ceiving members. There are
now nearly 30 active trans-
mitters in Coventry and
C.A.R.S. meetings are well
attended. G2YS has recently
succeeded to the secretaryship,
vice G2ZT.

Radio Society of Northern
Ireland.-Their annual meet-
ing takes place on September
27, when it is hoped that
there will be a good attend-
ance ; the turn -out has been
falling off recently, but it is
hoped that this will improve
again as the winter season
sets in.

Kingston & District Amateur
Radio Society.-A move is in
hand to re-form this society
and all interested in the area
are asked to get in touch with
the acting secretary, address
as given in the appropriate
space.

Stoke-on-Trent & District
Amateur Radio Society.-This
society is the successor of a
club that was formed in the
district as long ago as 1921, of
which the well -remembered
G2VG and G2WN were
members. The present organ-
isation was started officially
on May 20 last, but it is only
recently that the membership
has commenced to increase,
with new ones coming in at
evening meeting. These are
held every Thursday at 7.30
p.m., when it is hoped to see
many more amateurs from
the district.

Whitefield & District Radio
Society.-All amateurs, of
whatever grade or standing, in
the Manchester, Whitefield,
Prestwich and Bury areas, are
invited to the weekly meetings
on Monday evenings at the
Stand Grammar School,
Higher Lane, Whitefield.
Groups are being formed to
cover transmission, reception,
Morse instruction, VHF work-
ing and television, with a
separate section to cater for
the absolute beginner.

Doncaster & District Amateur
Radio Society.-Activities
cover the field of Amateur
Radio and there is some in-
terest in 58 mc working.
Visits are being arranged to
local RAF stations, and a
useful series of lectures will be
given during the winter session.
One of the recent talks, on the
oscilloscope, was by a member
who demonstrated a home -
built instrument ; it drew an
attendance of 24 to the
meeting.

Swindon & District Short
Wave Society.-A technical
film show was a feature of one
of the recent meetings, which
are held fortnightly on Satur-
days. It is hoped to attract
more support locally, especi-
ally from returning Service
personnel ; those who may be
stationed in the district are
also welcome.

Hi -Q Club, Giffnock.-They
thank the many readers who,
in response to the note here
in the July issue, forwarded
details of the RAF 1154
transmitter. During the winter
meetings one member each
week will be required to give
a talk which can lead to a
discussion. Most members
have built or are building
frequency -meters and signal
generators, and one has con-
structed an extremely good
resistance -capacity AC bridge.
GM2KP is coming up on
58 mc, GM3AR found to his
surprise that he can work
Europeans on the feeders of
his 14 mc aerial, andGM3AEC
is a newly licensed club mem-
ber. A matter of interest at
the moment, upon which
correspondence is invited from
readers, is ignition surpres-
sion on 28 mc.

West Hartlepool & District
Radio Club.-With a mem-
bership of 25, they have been
active since January, and have
five transmitters on the roll,
with four new calls coming
along. Meetings are held
regularly each fortnight, with
lectures, discussions and dis-
plays of equipment. They
welcome visitors and also hope
to see an increased member-
ship from the Hartlepool
district.

Bournemouth & District Ama-
teur Radio Club.-G2DBF's
report is full of news, proving
that Amateur Radio interest
in general and Club activity
in particular are at a high
level. Early in November,
they are running a dance at
the Town Hall (admission
ticket only) and look forward
to the support of amateurs
from neighbouring towns ;
details will appear in this
space in good time. They have
been promised £150 for the
purchase and equipping of an
Army hut for use as a club-
room, and the local Chamber
of Commerce has made a large
gesture by supplying every
amateur in the Bournemouth
area with free QSL and report
cards, producing a quality job
in the style that only a go-
ahead seaside town would do
it. As if this was not enough,
a Bournemouth electrical firm
has presented the Club with a
shield for competition.

Fourteen club members are
active on the air, including
G3XP with what is known
locally as a Chinese rhombic ;
nevertheless, it works. G3BM
with his 80 ft. lattice tower
still has DX queueing up for
him, and G2NS is said to
have more relays rattling than
the D4's have watts. By the
way, Bournemouth welcome
visiting amateurs on holiday
to their meetings, and have
already seen several, including
Reading's secretary.

Reading & District Radio
Club.-At a recent meeting,
BRS-12070 lectured on re-
ceiver noise in some detail,
and started a useful discussion
on a subject of considerable
interest at the present time.
The next meetings are on
September 14 and 28 ; the
latter is the annual general
meeting, at which new officers
will be elected.

Liverpool & District Short
Wave Club.-In addition to
some useful and interesting
talks, recent events have in-
cluded a visit to the Liverpool
Police Radio Station, under
the guidance of Inspector
Menzies, GSMQ, of 58 mc
fame. The details of the
working of the police radio
network were explained and
discussed, and members came
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away with the firm impression
that in Liverpool at least,
crime ought not to pay ! The
next visit will be to GLV, the
well-known GPO 600 -metre
coast station at Seaforth.

Liverpool have had their
Club transmitting licence ap-
plication approved by the
Post Office, and will probably
have a callsign by the time
this is in print. The DX
competition has been shelved
for the present owing to cur-
rent difficulties and delays in
obtaining the necessary con-
firmatory QSLs.

Surrey Radio Contact Club.-
The August meeting drew 43
members to hear G2WS dis-
cuss 58 me portable working ;
his talk was illustrated with a
demonstration and led to a
useful and interesting dis-
cussion. The next meeting
will be on September 10,
when G2MV will lecture on
VHF aerials.

West Middlesex Radio Club.-
The inaugural meeting on
August 14, brought an attend-
ance of 36 from the Southall,
Hayes and Uxbridge districts
and a useful and interesting
programme was planned. This
is to include transmission,
reception, television and sound
recording, also classes for
Morse instruction and a
beginners' section. The Club
can rightly claim that it is
setting out to cater for all
radio interests, and should be
assured of good support. It is
proposed to hold meetings
twice a month. The firstchair-
man is G6WK, and all
amateurs in the di strict are
invited to get in touch with
the Club.
Altrincham & District Radio
Club.-Attempts are being
made to revive this society,
and those interested locally
are asked to get in touch with
the acting secretary, whose
name appears in the panel.

Midland Amateur Radio
Society.-At the meeting on
July 16, an attendance of
58 members heard G2AK
lecture and demonstrate on
the design and manufacture
of transformers. After the
lecture, the President, G5BJ,
discussed the future of the
Society. The annual general
meeting on September 24 is
to be preceded by a dinner at
the Imperial Hotel, Temple
Street, Birmingham, the pro-
ceedings commencing at 6.45
p.m.

North West of Ireland Amateur
Radio Society.-The first
meeting was held on July 20,
in Londonderry, when the
society was successfully in-
augurated ; the guests in-
cluded several Ws who are
serving with the U.S. Navy
detachment in the port.
GI2DHB is the chairman, and
plans are in hand for an
active programme.

Following are the names and addresses of the secretaries of the clubs mentioned
this month. They will be pleased to give every assistance to prospective members.

ALTRINCHAM. J. G. Barnes, BRS-6253, 4 Victoria Road, Hale, Cheshire.
BOURNEMOUTH. J. F. Squires. M.B.E., G2DBF, 80 Victoria Road, Bournemouth.
BRADFORD. V. W. Sowen, G2BYC, 6 West View, Eldwick, Binglty, Yorks.
COVENTRY. J. W. Swinnerton, G2YS, 118 Moor Street, Coventry.
DONCASTER. H. Flintham, BRS-193, 50 Burton Avenue, Balby, Doncaster.
DUBLIN. T. Keogh, 8 New Ireland Road, Rialto, Dublin, Eire.
GRAFTON. W. H. Jennings, G2AHB, 82 Craven Park Road, London, N.15. (Tel.: Stamford

Hill 3891.)
HI -Q CLUB. J. D. Gillies, GM2FZT, 3 Berridale Avenue, Glasgow, S.4. (Tel.: Merrylee 4060.)
KINGSTON. J. Hughes, 12 Hillingdon Avenue, Ashford, Middlesex.
LIVERPOOL. T. W. Carney, G4QC, 9 Gladeville Road, Aigburth, Liverpool, 17.
M.A.R.S. W. J. Vincent, 342 Warwick Road, Solihull, Warks. (Tel: Solihull 0413).
M.A.T.S. S. J. Coombe, Stanvic, Longhill Road, Chatham.
NORTHERN IRELAND. A. Kennedy, G13KN, 49 Kansas Avenue, Belfast, Northern Ireland.
NORTH WEST IRELAND. S. H. Foster, 1 Nicholson Square, Londonderry, Northern Ireland.
OSWESTRY. G. H. Banner, 6 Coppice Drive, Oswestry, Salop.
READING. R. J. Nash, BRS-4573, 9 Holybrook Road, Reading.
STOKE-ON-TRENT. D. Poole, 13 Oldfield Avenue, Norton -le -Moors, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.
SURREY. L. Blanchard, BRS-3003, 122 St. Andrews Road, Coulsdon, Surrey. (Tel: Uplands

3765).
SWINDON. P. Greenwood, G2BUJ, 49 Western Street, Swindon.
WEST HARTLEPOOL. A. R. Donald, G3TO, 186 Stockton Road, West Hartlepool.
WEST MIDDLESEX. N. Priest, 7 Grange Road, Hayes, Middlesex.
WHITEFIELD. E. Fearn, 4 Partington Street, Newton Heath, Manchester, 10.

For the Best Information on the Latest News, read the Short Wave Magazine
regularly
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Going on the Air -?
-it might be just as well to come along and
see us first, as although Short Wave Com-
munication is our business-we specialise in

Amateur Radio. Every senior member of our
technical staff is a well-known licensed trans-
mitter-a member of the R.S.G.B., just as

keen as you are, and only too pleased to help
you get your licence and make your first DX
contact.

You will like the cordial reception and

friendly atmosphere of our shop ; it isn't
very big, but we are told we have the finest
display of new amateur equipment and com-
ponents in the country.

We will advise you on the design and con-
struction of your transmitter if you wish, and
as we have our own factory on the premises
there is little we cannot supply or make for
you.

TELE-RADIO (1943) LTD.
I T7 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

(Few minutes from Marble Arch)

Telephone : PADDINGTON 6116
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LASKY'S RADIO
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME SET
CONSTRUCTOR, AMATEUR RADIO
EXPERIMENTER, AND SERVICEMAN.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, 500v.
WORKING.- 8 mfd., 3', 16 mfd., 4'9 ; 8 x 8
mfd., 5,6 ; 8 x 16, 6,9 ; 16 x 16, 7,9.

HIGH VOLTAGE OIL -FILLED CON
DENSERS.-4 mfd., 1,000 v.w., 6 - ; 2 mid.'
1.000 v.w., 3'- ; I mfd., 1,000 v.w., 3 - ; 1 mfd.'
750 v.w., 2. 6. All with china stand-off insulators
and fixing clip. .1 mfd., 8,000 v.w., Tubular Paper
Condenser, 10.-.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES. -4 -pole, 3 -way
2/6 ; 2 -pole, 5 -way (Midget), 2.'3.

COILS.-Medium and long -wave with reaction
and circuit, 8/6 per pair. Whearite "P" coils
from 23 each. I.F. Trans., 465 kcjs., 15/- pair.
Whearite Midget 1.F.T.'s 460 Kc/s., 10/6 each.
L.M. & S.Wave, A.E. and O.S.C., 465 Kc/s with
superhet circuit 10/6 pair. Weymouth all -wave
coil pack with all switches, padder trimmers, and
circuit, 38/6.
All -wave coil pack with 2 gang condenser. Dial,
pointer, drives, padders, trimmers, switch coils
59'6.

MAINS TRANS., ALL TYPES. -350-0-350 120
m.a., 6.3 and 5v. (Tapped at 4v.) input 200-250v.,
with mains tapping board and fixing feet, 37/6.
350-0-350, 80 m.a., 6.3 and 5v. or 4v. and 4v. 29;6.

RADIO VALVES.-English and U.S.A. types,
6,000 at B.O.T. prices. A few examples : CL4,
CL33, PP35, PEN383, R3, APV4, MS'PEN., PENA4,
VP4B, EF9, EF39, AZ31, CY3I, CYI, UR3C, AZI ,
etc., etc. 45Z5, 2525, 25Z6, 50L6, 35L6, 25Z6,
I2SK7, 125,6,7, 6SA7, 14A7, 1287, 7A7, 7B7, 12SQ7,
25Y5, 25A6, 125J7, 6K7, 6J7, 6U7, 6K8, 6F6, 6V6,
6L6g, etc., etc., etc.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER
48 Assorted Condensers, 48 Assorted Resistances

4L, & I w. 2 Dozen Yards Assorted Systoflex
32,- post free.

P.M. SPEAKERS, LESS 0/TRANS.-21in.,
27/- ; 34in., 29/6 ; 5in., 22/- ; 23/6 ; 8in.,
21/-. With trans., 6fin., 27/6 ; 8in., 27/6 ; 10in.,
39,6. Goodmans, 10in., 39;6 ; I2in., £6 15/-.
Midget Chokes, 5/9 ; Midget 0/Trans., 4/104.
Universal 0/Trans. Multiratio, 7/6.

SPACE IS NOT AVAILABLE TO
ADVERTISE ALL OUR GOODS. SEND Id.
FOR OUR CURRENT LIST. ALL OUR
PRODUCTS ARE GUARANTEED. WE
AIM TO GIVE SATISFACTION AND

VALUE.

TERMS.-CASH WITH ORDER C.O.D., or
pro forma.

LASKY'S RADIO
370, Harrow Road, Paddington, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital).

Phone: Cunningham 1979

THE
PARTRIDGE

ORGANIZATION
is again at your service.

For six years we have been supplying
the Services with our iron cored com-
ponents. We are now once more
accepting orders for ordinary com-
mercial and domestic needs.
Our technical department will again
be pleased to assist you in your trans-
former problems.
We look forward to hearing from our
old friends, and welcome enquiries
from newcomers.
May we send you our 1946 price list ?

This details a comprehensive range
of components that can now be des-
patched from stock.

Te/ephor. e: Abbey 2244

PARTRIDGE

TRANSFORMERS LTD
76-8. PETTY FRANCE. LONDON. S.W I

SOUTHERN RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

 EDDYSTONE
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS-Split Stator
60 plus 60 mmfd. Ceramic insulation. E2 14 6.
COIL FORMERS. -6 -pin plain 3/-, threaded 3.3.
MICRODENSERS.-Flashover 2,300v. D.C.
40 mmfd 6 6. 60 mmfd, 7 Flashover 1,000v. D.C.
100 mmfd 7 1 I. 160 mmfd, 8'3.
 RAYMART
COIL FORMERS.-Ceramic TX type 5" 24"
24 grooves 5 6.
6 -pin fits Eng. 7 -pin holder-plain 1/11, threaded

2 2.
6 -pin fits 6 -pin holder-plain I ill, threaded 2 '2.
7 -pin fits 7 -pin holder-plain 2,-, threaded 2,3.
 HAMRAD
QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS -7 Mc s band
with plug-in dust -proof holder 30-, your own
frequency 35 -, Crystal only, 22 6, your own
frequency 27,6. Crystal holder only, pin spacing
.1" 9 6.
 LONDEX HF RELAYS-Changeover &
keying. Coil operates on 6-8v. A.C. DPDT heavy
silver contacts, polystyrene insulation. Type
AECO4 for 4 -amp. RF £2 17 6. Type AECOI5 for
15 -amp. RF E5 10 0.

 WODEN DE LUXE TRANSFORMERS
500-0-500v. ISOma, 4v. 24a., 4v. 6a. 53/8 650-0-
650v. 200ma 62 6. Filament type 4v. 10a. 33/7,
5v. 4a. 24 9, 4v. 24a. and 4v. 6a. 29,2.
 A.C.C. P5 CRYSTAL UNITS. -7 Mc 's band
32,6 or ground to your own frequency 37,6.

Send 24d. stamp for latest catalogue.
85 FISHERTON ST., SALISBURY, WILTS.

Telephone : Salisbury 2108
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LABGEAR
Manufacturers of

HIGH GRADE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

AN EXAMPLE FROM THE
LABGEAR

TX CONDENSER RANGE

The Neutralizing Condenser
illustrated is Type NI. Cap:
Range 0.5-4.0 pF. Ideal for use
with Valves such as HK24, 35T,
HK54, 100TH, etc. Solidly con-
structed, Mycalex end plates,
Vanes machined Aluminium.
Cap : Locking provided. Max :
Cap for 0.10" Air Gap.

Similarly constructed is Type
N2 Cap : Range 1.0-10.0 pF.

Designed for use with valves re-
quiring higher feed -back such as
T40, T55, 810, etc.

LONDON AGENTS :-
BERRY'S (Shortwave) LTD.
25 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I

WEBB'S RADIO
14 SOHO STREET, W.C.I

Write for lists quoting this periodical to

LABG EAR
INSTRUMENTS & COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT

WILLOW PLACE, CAMBRIDGE, ENG.
'Fele. : 2494 (2 lines)

'Grams, Labgear, Cambridge

TO SATISFY YOUR NEEDS
LABGEAR

HAVE IN PRODUCTION

Crystal Calibrators, Cathode Ray

Viewing Units, V.F.O. Exciters,
Stabilized and High Voltage

Power Supply Units, Preselector

Units, Noise Silencer Units, Ab-

sorption Wavemeters, Rotabeam

Directional Antenna Systems,

Racks and Panels, Transmitting

Condensers, Coils, Chokes and

Inductances with variable or

fixed Links, etc.

FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF
OUR PROVINCIAL FRIENDS
A LIST OF APPOINTED
AGENTS WILL SHORTLY BE
ANNOUNCED IN THE TECH-
NICAL PRESS

If

Tia4to-ntaaty ealbaeitid

TYPE

Max. Capacity
30+30 pF

TRMSS

List Price

£1 7 6 each
60+60 £1 10 0

80+80 £1 12 0

100+100 £1 17 6

Air Gap .082 in.
SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.
Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middx
'Phone : ENField 2071-2 'Grams : "Capacity, Enfield"

T RANSFOR MER S

PRICES

from
35/ -

The illustration shows a new design of our (GL)
Transformers. These are of particular interest to
the Radio Engineer.
Power transformers and audio units are available in
twenty varied specifications.

Write for Leaflet " CT/7 "
AMPLIFIERS
AC/I8 Gramo. only, 10 watt - - - £11 : 7 : 0

A.23 with HG mike stage, 20 watt - f16 : 4 : 0
A.36 De Luxe, 35 watt - - £23 : 16 : 0

All factory assembled and tested.
Supplied in attractive steel cases.

21d. stamp should accompany requests for literature.

RADIO INSTRUMENT CO.
294 BROADWAY, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT
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MORE NEW LINES
FROM VALLANCE'SUNSURPASSED

for SHORT WAVE WORK

Ericsson Supersensitive Telephones simply
annihilate distance. Perfect In tone. Really
comfortable in wear. British made. All

good dealers 25:- or direct

SUPERSENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

56 Kingsway, London, W.C.1
Haborn 6936

COMPLIMENTS
We are receiving letters praising our efforts
to provide Amateurs with a personal supply
service. We find this appreciation very
gratifying, especially in these days of short
supply, and whilst equipment Is limited, we
can still provide Amateurs with a speedy
service, and suggest you let us have your
enquiries ... we may be able to help.
We give brief details of some items in stock
at the time of going to press :-
MODULATION TRANSFORMERS.-

Multi-ratio type in 60 and 100 watt models.
Will match impedances between 3,000 and
10,000 ohms. Fully shrouded.

Transmitting variables. -50 by 50 mmfd
up to 5,000 v. wkg.

Transmitting Valve.-Full range of S.T. &
C. valves. Limited number of Mullard
mercury H.W. rectifiers. Receiving valves,
6L6, 6V6, etc.,

and of course . . .

Radiocraft Power Apparatus, including
transformers from 200 to 2,000 volts, Chokes,
Oil -immersed Condensers, etc., either stand-
ard or to your specification.
Limited quantity of plated steel tubing
suitable for aerials. Callers only.

RADIOCRAFT LTD.
II Church Road, Upper Norwood,

London, S.E.I9
(One minute from Crystal Palace H.L.
Southern Railway Station and bus terminus.)

Open all day Saturday.

30w. and 50w. Band Switched Transmitters.
Each transmitter consists of R.F. Unit, Speech
Amplifier .and Modulator, Power Supplies Unit.
Each unit built on black crackle -finished alu-
minium chassis, the final assembly being in sub-
stantial rack form. These transmitters have been
subjected to thoroughly stringent tests, and can be
relied upon to give a high performance on any
band. Coverage 7-14-28 me/s. Prices : 30w.
model £40 ; 50w. model £50. Typed specifica-
tion available upon request ; 6 to 8 weeks delivery
against orders placed now.
Communication Receivers.
The latest Eddystone type 504 9 -valve Superhet,
using 2 R.F. Stages, followed by frequency
changer, 2 I.F. stages with crystal filter, combined
A.V.C. detector and 1st A.F. Amplifier, noise
limiter, B.F.O. and output valve, plus rectifier.
Tuning range continuous from 10 to 500 metres in
5 overlapping bands, each range being switched
Single control tuning with special Vernier indi-
cator. Tuning Control is free from back -lash
and noiseless, mechanically and electrically.
Gearing reduction ratio is 140-I, and the effective
scale length is 36 in. per band. Vernier indicator
permits absolute accuracy of return to a required
and known frequency, provided that the station
required is working on a crystal controlled or
similar accurate system of frequency stability.
High signal to noise ratio with extremely high
sensitivity and selectivity, and excellent con-
struction and appearance, makes this a first-class
communication receiver. A signal strength meter
calibrated in R. strengths and D.B. is incor-
porated. Price £58 18s. 7d., including Purchase
Tax. Full specification on request. Place your
order now, to ensure reasonab.y quick delivery.
One only R.C.A. ARM 14 -valve Communication
Receiver, with continuous coverage from 540 kc/s.
to 32 mega., in 6 overlapping switched wave
bands, noise limiter, tone control, B.F.O., R.F.
and A.F. Gain Controls, switched variable
selectivity with crystal gate filter, high and low
impedance outputs, voltage regulated power
supply, aerial tuning. Price £95. This set is
well known amongst " Hams " as " top of the
class " in Communication Receivers.

Other Lines.
Transmitting and receiving valves, crystals, co-
axial cable, strain insulators, transposition blocks,
T pieces, tank coils, split -stator condensers, mains
transformers (built to specification), modulation
transformers, and all the other radio equipment
and components needed and used by amateur,
constructor or professional
If it is available we have it.

Immediate attention to all orders and
enquiries. Payment C.W.O. or C.O.D.,
whichever best suits you. When sending
C. W.O. please include extra for packing
and postage.

VALLANCE'S
144 BRIGGATE, LEEDS, I.
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I-I.A.C.
Short -Wave Equipment

Noted for over 15 years for . . .

Short -Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/ -
Two "E" 43/ -
These kits are complete with all components,
accessories, and full instructions. The
prices are inclusive of postage and packing,
Send stamped addressed envelope for

descriptive catalogue
A. L. BACCHUS, 109 Hartington Road,

London, S.W.8

tiN- Ideal for
High and Low

Voltage Testing; 1/3 0
100/850 A.C. and D.C. Allowance made
on old models. Send for interesting leaflet
L34 on Electrical and Radio Testing,

from all Dealers or direct.

RUNBAKEN.MANCHESTER.I

LIMNS RADIO
3 GOLDHAWK ROAD,

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.I2
Telephone : Shepherds Bush 1729

Special Offers from our wide range of radio gear.

Ex -Govt. portable heterodyne Wavemeters,
Class D, Mk. II in strong carrying cases. Unused
and as new. Every instrument fully tested before
despatch.

Frequency coverage 1.9-8 Mc/s in two bands plus
check frequencies up to 25 Mc/s. Accuracy of ±
2 kc's ensured by use of 100'1,000 kc/s twin
crystal. Self contained vibrator power unit. Runs
from 6 v battery (total consumption 1.1 amps.)
Specification includes crystal, spare valve, spare
vibrator, spare pilot lamps, instruction book with
circuit diagrams etc.
Price complete E6 15 0 (Carriage free)

0-350 milli -amp R.F. thermo-ammeters, Govt.
surplus, 2" dia. scale as new. Best British makes. -

17,6 each (by post 1/- extra)

Govt. surplus Matched high resistance double
headphones. Beautifully made and as new with
double headband. -17/6 pair (postage and packing
I,- extra)

Many other lines of particular interest to the radio
amateur in stock. Enquiries invited.

LYONS RADIO

Short e Coil Unit

30/ -
Complete

(as illustrated)

4 COILS already wired and switched, each coil consists
of aerial, grid and reaction windings. Ranges covered
with 160 mmfd. tuning condenser.

SWR I. 9.83 metres to 24 metres. SWR 2. 18.7
metres to 45.4 metres. SWR 3. 38.4 metres to 95
metres. SWR 4. 92.3 metres to 206 metres.

Coil Unit complete with blue -print of 2 valve (Battery)
S.W receiver for above Unit 30/-. Blue -prints only,
1/6. Individual coils 3/3 each.
Also available : 5 and 10 metre Tank Coil, R.F. Chokes,
Aerial. Oscill. and H.F. coils for all wavebands.

AMATEUR RADIO PRODUCTS
50 GLASSLYN ROAD, CROUCH END,
LONDON, N.8. 'Phone :-Mountview 4745.

G8OG

GRAND ARCADE
RADIO

WE SELL ONLY BRAND NEW UNUSED
COMPONENTS

We have good stocks of these items
Valveholders : American 4 pin, 5 pin and octal.
These are ceramic made by Celestion 3/6 each
Woden 650 it 650 200 Mils ... £3 2 2

750 f2 750 250 Mils ... E4 10 3
350 U 350 120 Mils £2 6 3
20 Hy Chokes 150 Mils ... LI 15 9
20 Hy 250 Mils ... E2 18 4
5/25 Swinging 150 Mils ... I 4 9
5/25 250 Mils ... LI 14 2
50 watt modulators ... E49 10 0

(This latter is very conservatively rated)
Cyldon Spilt Stator 50+50 ... ... LI 10 0
Resistors from + watt to 100 watts
Solon irons pencil bit 15 -

straight bit 13,4
Eddystone Split stator 2,000 volts ... E2 14 6

Single Section 4,500 volts E3 IS 0
Vernier Slow Motion Drive 17 6
Stand Offs vitreous porce-
lain, overall height 2,2," 1,6

Sifam Meters M Coil 0/50, 0/100.
0/150, 0/250 1E2 0 6

£2 4 2
0/1 Amp Thermo E3 7 8

6 GRAND ARCADE, LEEDS, I
(Top of Briggate) Tel.: 22175

G 8 0 G
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WAVEMETERS
EX GOVT. CLASS D
No. I MK. II
This portable Heterodyne Wavemeter
is ideal for ascertaining the wave-
length of a received signal, or for the
alignment of transmitters and
receivers.
The frequency ranges are 1900-4000
Kcs, 4000-8000 Kcs, with check fre-
quencies at intervals of 1 Mc up to
25 Mcs.
A twin crystal, 100,1000 Kcs, is
employed, and ensures 2 per cent.
accuracy.
The instrument is battery operated,
but is readily convertible to b volt
A.C. operation.
Supplied in a padded wooden transit
case, with instruction book, spare
valve, and spare vibrator. Brand new.
Illustrated leaflet available.
An ideal opportunity for every Ham
to acquire high grade Government
Equipment, built for the accurate align
receivers in the field, at a fraction of orig
CWO Callers to M.O.S. Co
Send for lists.

A joint purchase enables this offe
M.O.S.

Mail Order Supply Co.,
24 New Rd., London, E.I

ment of transmitters and
final cost.

SAE with all
enquiries.

r to be made by

U.E.I. CORP.,
32 St. Gabriels Rd.,

London, N.W.2

ONLY

i6 -11,5s
(CARRIAGE PAID)
BRAND NEW

AGAIN WE OFFER IIr
"WALKIE TALKIES" ,,37
In response to numerous requests we have made
another purchase of the Type 58 Canadian Trans-
mitter Receiver, and repeat our May offer of the
chassis at 35'- each (carriage 2 6). The complete
range of accessories for this are also available as
follows - each

s. d.
Set of 8 valves . . . . . 5 10 0
Individual valves, types 155, 1T4, IRS,

3D61299 . . . . . . 0 17 6
Headphone and Microphone assembly,

complete . . . . . . I 2 6
16 section rod Aerial, complete . . 0 12 6
102 in. Telescopic Aerial, complete . 0 IS 0
25 ft. wire Aerial, complete . . . 0 2 6
Vibratorpack, complete, with 2 accumu-lators ..... . . 4 0 0
2 volt Vibrator . . . . . 0 15 0
Battery Box, with cables, etc. . . 0 10 6
Dry Battery, LT, HT & Bias in one pack I 0 0
All other spares available but space prevents
listing. or
The Transreceiver as a complete battery oper-
ated working unit, with Valves, Phones,
Aerials and Battery, only CIO 10s.

Or
The Transreceiver as a complete working
unit with Vibratorpack, 2 sets Valves, Phones,
Aerials, etc., representing a value at above
prices of L22 12s., only E14 19s. 6d.
SAE with all enquiries. CWO, add postage under
Send for lots. LI.

M  O. S 24MNaielNew
Rr derad S dlyo nC, o ,

000005055e)350J.

USE arieY
TRADE

PRODUCTS

1QcrrUALITYanct RELIABILITY

IlVerrirr I/7/

111111111.11117'111
EISINEWIMIME
OLIVER PELL CONTROL LTD. woOiVircii°1:122
CAMBRIDGE ROW, VVOOLWICH,S.E.I8
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PREMIER RADIO
MORRIS AND CO. (RADIO) LTD.

ALL POST ORDERS TO : JUBILEE WORKS,
167 LOWER CLAPTON RD.. LONDON. E.S.
(Amherst 4723)
CALLERS TO : 169 FLEET ST., E.C.4. (Central
2833)
OUR 1946 LIST IS NOW AVAILABLE. All
enquiries must be accompanied by a 2 id. stamp.
FIRST GRADE OIL FILLED PAPER CON-
DENSERS. with miniature stand-off insulators and
fixing clips. 2 mfd., 1,000 v.w., 2/6 or 20/- per dozen;
2 mfd. 600 v.w., 1/3 each or 10/- per dozen ; 1 mfd.
600 v.w., 1/- each, 8/- per dozen. Super Quality
Oil Filled Tubulars. Insulation as good as Mica.
.1 mfd. 500 v.w., .02 mfd. 750 v.w., .5 mfd. 350 v.w.
Either type, 9d. each or 7/6 per dozen.
P.M. SPEAKERS. 5in. 21 6. 6iin. 22/6, 8in. 24/-,
9in. 6 -watt, 15 ohm. 38/- ; I2in. 15 ohms 15 watts.
a high fidelity job. £6 15/-.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. A super produc-
tion. By means of ingenious series -parallel arrange-
ment, all windings arc used at all times. Match any
tube, single or push-pull to any voice coil 2-30 ohms.
7 watts, 22/6 ; 15 watts. 30/- ; 30 watts. 49,6 :
60 watts. 59/6.
.0005 CONDENSERS. -Ceramic insulation. " Bar"
type. Single gang, 5,- ; twin gang 8/6 ; three gang.
10/-; four gang. 10/-.
KIT OF PARTS FOR H.T. ELIMINATOR AND
TRICKLE CHARGER. -Output 150 v. 30 ma., 2 v.
half amp. Metal Rectification. Amazing value
at 30/-.
ENERGISED LOUDSPEAKERS.-5in. 1,000
ohms, with transformer, 27/6 10in. 2,100 ohms,
5 ohms. V.C. handles, 6 watts, 50/-.
B.P.L. SIGNAL GENERATOR. 100 KO to 30

1 per cent. calibration, 1 volt into
10 ohms. 30 per cent. modulation by 400 cycle
osc., mains driven, £21.
B.P.L. UNIVERSAL TEST METERS. -Army
type in shockproof bakelite case. 10. 100, 500 volts,
A.C. and D.C., at 1,000 op. v. 10, 100, 500 ma. D.C.
0-10,000 ohms, with self-contained battery.
£8 15/- Current Transformer for same, .1, 1 and
10 a. A.C., 39/6.
KIT OF PARTS FOR CRYSTAL SET, complete
with Headphones and Aerial Wire. A complete
Listening Post. Nothing else to buy. Amazing
value at 15/- the lot.
MIDGET RADIO KITS -Complete with drilled
chassis, valves and loudspeaker, only cabinet re-
quired, medium and long wave T.R.F. Size 10 in. x
6 in. x 6 in.. 4 valves, inc. rect., tone control. A.C./
D.C. operation, 200/250v. Circuit and construc-
tional details supplied. Price, including tax.
£6 17s. 6d. Cabinet, if required, 25/- extra.
PLAYING DESKS. -Consist of an Electrical
Gramophone Motor, with automatic stop, and
speed regulator, a quality magnetic Pick-up moun-
ted on a strong metal frame. Price complete
£6 17s. 6d. ; without Pick-up £5 10s.
ROTARY TRANSFORMERS. input 12 v., output
180 v., 30 m/a. 4 v. 2-3 a. with 19 volts input. output
is 50 per cent. higher. May be used on D.C. mains
as L.T. Charger. With small conversion could
operate as D.C. Motor. Original cost over £5.
Employ powerful ring magnet. Price 10/- each.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. -Substantially made of
bright aluminium, with four sides, 10 in x 8 in. x

in.. 7/-
.

12 in. x 9in. x 2} in., 7/9
'

16 in. x
8 in. x 29 in., 8/6 ; 20in. x 8 in. x 29 in.. 10/ 6 ;
22 in. x 10 in. x 2} in., 13/6.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. -Iron core, litz wound,
with or without flying lead. 460/465 k/c.. 7/6 each.
Miniature type, 1 in x 1 in. x 2 in., 9/9.

S,
 9 Valves Otte,:\_I-/
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WHY WAIT
ANY LONGER ? ?

WE CAN GIVE ALMOST IM-
MEDIATE DELIVERY, BUT ALL
ORDERS ARE EXECUTED IN

STRICT ROTATION

'Phone An All -British Designed and
LEICESTER Modified Superheterodyne

20167 Write for illustrated literature

VOICE & VISION CO. 58-60 RUTLAND ST
LEICESTER, ENG.

RADIO CAREERS
AN IMPORTANT GUIDE
"Engineering Opportunities" indicates clearly
how all engaged in the Wireless industry can
equip themselves for safe and highly -paid posts
despite the keener competition which will come
with a return to peace -time conditions.
This modern guide contains 112 pages of highly
useful information. It gives full details of our
very comprehensive series of modern WIRELESS
COURSES, including G I Wireless, Short
Wave, Wireless and High Frequency,
Talking Picture Engineering, Television and
Radio Servicing, etc.
TELEVISION AND RADIO SERVICING
There is no doubt about it that there will shortly
be an enormous boom In Television and unlimited
opportunities for trained men. Our special
TELEVISION and SERVICING Courses are
fully described in the handbook.
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" also ex-
plains the most efficient way of preparing
candidates for such recognised Examinations as
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,
etc.

WE DEFINITELY GUARANTEE
" NO PASS -NO FEE "

The Wireless industry is alive with possibilities. In
your own interests you should write for your copy
of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" to -day. It
will be sent FREE, and the book is bound to indicate
manyopportunitieswhichotherwise you might miss.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

149 Shakespeare House,
17/19 STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1
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CLASSIFIED SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS
TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS

9d. per word, minimium charge 12/-. No series
discounts ; all charges payable with order. In-
sertions of Radio interest only accepted. Add
25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type).

J.ERING, 30/- post 7d. MEASUREMENTS IN

UST ARRIVED. RADIO ENGINEER'S
HANDBOOK, 35/- post 7d. RADIO ENGIN-

RADIO ENGINEERING, 22/6 post 7d. FUNDA-
MENTALS OF RADIO, 20/- post 7d. ALL BY
F. E. TERMAN, ScD. The Modern Book Co.,
19-23 Praed Street, London, W.2.
SUSSEX Hams and all interested in Amateur
Radio can now obtain Raymart, Hamrad, QCC,

Denco, and most other components locally. Cata-
logue free. Better still, visit the Ham Shack of
BOWERS & WILKINS, LTD., 1 BECKET
BLDGS., HIGH ST., TARRING, WORTHING.

RADIO Development Company (GW8NP). Send
S.A.E. for details of our Variable Frequency

Oscillator Drive Unit as advertised in last month's
issue. Now available, our heavy duty transmitting
RF. chokes at 3s. 9d. 2 AF 600 V oil -filled
condensers by Aerovox at Is. 8d. 2µF 350 V
at Is. 6d. 100 mA 20-H LF chokes at 14s.
SPST toggle switches, 2s. 4d. Other items too
numerous to mention. Send us your requirements.
Our workshops are equipped to manufacture all
types of radio and electronic apparatus, including
transmitters, modulators, oscilloscopes, etc. Spe-
cialists in overhaul of communication receivers.-
Radio Development Company, 18 Dalton Street,
Cardiff.
FOR up-to-date designing of amateur transmitting

and receiving equipment, consult Arthur
Bloomer, M.I.R.E., A.M.I.E.I., Development
Engineer. Special terms for Short Wave Magazine
readers.-BM/ Merwyn, London, W.C.1.
QOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT, com-

plete machines, cutting heads, blanks, cutters,
trailers, and all accessories.-Spondon Sound
Service, Spondon, Derby.
EDDYSTONE 358X Receiver, perfect. Coils

only 90-1250 kc and 30 mc, £50 or near offer.
Weston Model 660 Analyzer, £12. Metal Cabi-
nets 16 in by 10 in by 10 in, black or grey, no panel
or chassis, 15/-, post and packing, 2/6. Condensers,
new 6µF, 1,500 volts wkg., 20/- ; J.50 Rectifiers.
7/6. TX Tubes TZ40, 45/- ; T55, 50/- ; 809, 35/- ;
803, £6 ; 830B, 401 -.-Enterprise Radio GSJM,
215 Broadway, Southall, Middlesex.

LABELS.-For the " Rig " Plastic, Cardboard,
or Metal engraved to your requirements, various

colours. Details, " Supervox " Service, 29 Market
Street, Watford, Herts.

GUINEAS only instead of £100 for the com-
plete new Army portable Sender -Receiver

Station, model 58, together with Spares and book of
Operating Instructions. It is advisable to order by
return.-J. Bull & Sons (S/W), 246 High Street,
Harlesden, N. W.10.
LOUD SPEAKER REPAIRS.-We are Specia-

lists in all types of Loud Speaker repairs at
keen competitive prices. Send yours to L. Cotten -
ham, Loud Speaker Repair Factory, 113 Whatley
Lane, Bradford, Yorks.
CHASSIS, all sizes. Plain or punched to your

requirements, from 3/9.-E.A.D., 13 Bence
Lane, Darton, Yorks.
-I-1,DDYSTONE Short Wave Manual on sale, shortly,

price 2/6. Place your order now with your local
Eddystone retailer.
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READERS' ADVERTISEMENTS
3d. per word, min. charge 5/-, payable withorder.
rrOBE 7 -valve amateur receiver ; 20, 40, 80 and

160 bands. Best offer above £15, to Davies,
8 Chatham Street, Rotherham.

ACORNS, 954, 955, 6.3 v., filaments, unused,
guaranteed, 15/- each.-Write, Taylor, 59

Avonmore Road, London, W.I4.

WANTED, short-wave battery receiver capable
receiving European broadcasts in tropical

Africa.-Stanley, 5 Brightling Road, Crofton Park,
S.E.4.

HOWARD Communications Receiver, 550 kc to
42 kc, crystal gate, bandspread, etc., with

speaker, £45. Eddystone Battery Kilodyne Four,
£7. Numerous mounted xtals, 3.5 and 7 mc, 30s.
each.-S.A.E. For List-Stanley Ingram, G6ZY,
47 Putney Hill, S.W.15.
FOR SALE.-Howard Communications Re-

ceiver, perfect condition, in maker's carton, £50.
Cigar box size Midget, MW and two SW bands, £5.
-BRS, 2178, 5 Stanway Gardens, London, W.3.

HALLICRAFTER SX24 (540-43500 kc), crystal
filter, S " Meter. Thoroughly rejuvenated

£45 or offers-Hawkins, 20 Green View,
Meanwood, Leeds, 6.
WANTED, general coverage DC communica-

tionsv Receiver (9.5 to 550 metres). National
Model -80X preferred ; must be willing to send
on approval.-Walter Baker, 4 Devon Terrace,
Berwick -on -Tweed.
SX28 as new, £75 ; Marconi CR100, as new.

£65 ; 13 -valve 40 watt Amplifier, £35 ; Robt
W. Paul, 100 meg Megger, £14 ; 1/3 h.p. Induction
Motor, £6, or offers.-J. Wimble, Romney Ridge,
Chailey, Sussex.
Q URPLUS bargains. Plus chassis in steel box,
kicomponents include 390v. 120 mA 6.3v. and 5v.
Transformer, Choke and 500v. Condensers, 50s.
Transformer, outputs 650-0-650 plus 300-0-300 at
up to 200 mA. 4v. 4 amp twice £3. Transformer
440v. at 100 mA 4v. 2 amp. 4v. 5 amp, 25s. 100
yards genuine radar 80/100 ohm. semi -air co -axial,
spiral polythene thread, Is. per yard. 6-VR65's
(6.3 Fil), 6-STH 41's at 7s. 6d. each. 2-EF50's

6d. each (all unused). 2-VT61's (RK 34's),
15s. each. Several sheets 18 gauge Aluminium 18 in
by 14 in., at 2s. each. Various Resistances, Con-
densers, Valves. All above guaranteed. Write or
call any time.-G6CB, 7 Caxton Road,
Wimbledon.

MINIATURE Valves Three Type IL4, one 3 Q4,
3A4, 22s. 6d. each. £5 lot. R.M. Mains

Transformer 350-0-350v. 75 mA, 6.3v., 3A.,
5V. 2A., 22s. 6d. As new.-BSWL 2584, 61 Talbot
Road, London, N.6.

VALVES, unused and as new, 6L6 (4), 6N7 (2),
6K6GT (1), 6 x 5 (2), VR 150/30 (2), 6K7 (2),

6SJ7 (2), 6SQ7 (1), 12A6/ (1), 6F6 (2), KT66 (2),
2051 (2), 5Z4GT (1), 43 (1), 12 SN7GT (4),
EF39 (3), EBC33 (1), EF 36 (2), KTW61 (2),
12SK7 (I), 6J5 (1), 11726 (1), 4s. 6d. each, or the
lot (40) for £7 10s. Also Weston 0-200 Millia-
meter, new, 25/-.-Rawston, 30 Kirkley Gardens,
Lowestoft, Suffolk.

NATIONAL H.R.O. with 7 coils. Best offer, or
would exchange for miniature camera-Box 101

LONDEX for RELAYS
AERIAL CHANGE -OVER

RELAY
for Radio Frequency
Type A.E.C.O. 4.

3 V.A. Coil Consumption
especially designed for Trans -
slitters, High Frequency
Heating, Amateur Stations,
etc. Ask for leaflet I 12J'SW.

LONDEX LTD
6/114,0iCDRIPS OF rt/Lvs

P07 ANERIET FIOADLONDONS110
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STRENGTH and

At Mullard, manufacturing
methods and processes keep pace with develop-
ment. Designers who choose Mullard Master
Valves know they are as reliable in service as
they are advanced in technique.

This X-ray and photograph of the Mullard
()VO4-7 illustrate its mechanical strength and
precision. As far as performance is concerned,
examine the abridged data on the right. A
valve destined to be popular with communi-
cations engineers for R.F. Amplifiers and
Frequency Multipliers.

For further developments watch

PRECISION

QVO4-7
R.F. AMPLIFIER TETRODE

As Class C
Amplifier.

Va 300V.

la 42.5 mA.

Went 6.0 W.
Frequency
150 me a.

Vi 6.3 V.

It 0.6A.

Max. overall
length /8 mm.

Max. diameter
36 mm.

MOd

Mullard

iii

LI111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 THE MASTER VALVE
Technical data and advice on the applications of the QVO4-7 and other
transmitting and industrial valves, can be obtained from
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., TRANSMITTING AND INDUSTRIAL VALVE

DEPARTMENT, CENTURY HOUSE, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, W.C.2



WE'RE SORRY --
If you had to wait unduly for delivery of one of these cutters, but
the demand was quite in excess of our estimate and simply swamped
us. We now have further production lines in operation and can
promise fairly speedy delivery.

" Q -MAX "
CHASSIS CUTTER

For holes li"
(Octal base)

10 6
(Post 9d. extra)

6 -MAX " MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

A complete range of high
cision instruments is
available.

MILLIAMMETERS

MICROAMMETERS

HOT WIRE
MOVING IRON AND
THERMO-COUPLE

" 0 -MAX "
METAL CABINETS

Strongly built with
projecting fronts,
hinged lids, louvred
sides, chrome handles on
panels and sides and
sliding chassis.
19 101 10" 79 6

With flush panel and
fixed chassis
19 x 10 x 9i" 67 6
12 x 7 x 7" 45, -

(Carriage Paid)

pre -
now

" Q -MAX " SLOW MOTION DIAL
for INDIVIDUAL CALIBRATION

 9-I Slow Motion Drive.
 Dial engraved 5 Blank scales and one 0-180 .

 Escutcheon, glass 6f" 31" and Fluted Knob.
15 6 (Post 9d. extra)

WE HAVE BEEN APPOINTED
Distributors for

LABGEAR
TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

INDUCTANCES
H.F. CHOKES

CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS
and all other Labgear products.

TWO NEW SHORT WAVE KITS
6 -VALVE A.C. Superhet

(880 Kcs to 34 Mcs).

ALL -DRY 1-4 (11-250 metres).
Circuits of either Kit., 3 6

BERRY'
(SHORT WAVE) LTD.

ALL BRAND NEW
GOODS

CRYSTALS
HIGH VOLTAGE

CONDENSERS
± I% RESISTORS
INSTRUMENT DIALS
CO -AXIAL PLUGS

AND SOCKETS
COIL FORMERS
TRANSMITTING

VALVES
V.H.F. CONDENSERS
SPLIT STATORS
C.R. TUBES
MODULATION

TRANSFORMERS
FLEXIBLE DRIVING

SHAFTS, ETC.

25 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
(Opposite Chancery Lane). Telephone: HOLborn 6231
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